


FOREWARD

THIS BOOKLET WILL SOUND SO FANTAS-
TIC YOU ARE LIKELY TO PUT IT DOWN IN
DISGUST EXCLAIMING, "THIS IS SOME-
THING OUT OF SCIENCE FICTION. IT COULD
NEVER HAPPEN IN AMERICA."

BEFORE YOU RETURN TO THE BLISSFUL
STATE NECESSARY TO BELIEVE THIS, IT IS
TIME YOU ARE TOLD THE "FACTS OF LIFE"
AND THE GREAT INROADS THE SUBVER-
SIVES HAVE MADE IN THEIR COLD WAR OB-
JECTIVES.

BEFORE YOU START READING THIS
LITTLE BOOKLET, KNOW THIS : EVERY
PAGE OF IT IS NOW POSSIBLE IN THIS
COUNTRY. THERE IS A BILL THAT LEGALI-
ZES PAGE AFTER PAGE.

While we slept, our representatives on both
the state and national levels have voted our rights
away as well as ,their own . For they are not im-
mune to the legislation they have passed under
the guise of assisting the "poor mentally ill ." Their
legislation does not protect those who have been
incarcerated, but actually allows for the incar-
ceration of SANE AMERICANS, INCLUDING
OUR LEGISLATORS .

THE NEWSPAPERS HAVE BEEN FULL OF
THE RECENT INCARCERATION OF A GOVER-
NOR AND ACCORDING TO THE PAPERS, HE
WAS TAKEN OUT OF THE GOVERNOR'S
MANSION AFTER BEING DRUGGED INTO
COMPLETE UNCONSCIOUSNESS . HE WAS
TRANSPORTED BY PLANE OUT OF THE LE-
GAL STATE OF HIS RESIDENCE AND COM-
MITTED IN THE STATE OF TEXAS. REGARD-
LESS OF HIS PHYSICAL OR MENTAL STATE .
THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL THERE WERE
SO MANY CONFLICTING STATEMENTS IN
THE NEWSPAPERS, IT WAS DIFFICULT TO
KNOW WHO WAS AT FAULT. BUT STATE-
MENTS-ATTRIBUTED TO OTHER SENATORS
IN HIS OWN STATE GAVE A HORRIBLE PIC-
TURE OF WHAT CAN HAPPEN, LEGALLY, TO
O U R 0 W N REPRESENTATIVES F R 0 M
ONE OF THE NATION'S HIGHEST OFFICES.
IF THIS CAN HAPPEN TO HIM, LEGALLY, IT
CAN HAPPEN TO YOU, FOR WE HAVE LEG
ALIZED THIS TREATMENT FOR ALL AMERI-
CANS, , INCLUDING OUR ELECTED REPRE-
SENTATIVES.

EVERY state in the United States now has leg-
islation that will provide for this kind of treatment,
ALL FIFTY OF THEM. Our Legislators have now



begun to worry about the kind of bills they have
enacted into law, but unless these bills are nulli-
fied immediately, no American is secure .

In the old country the power was unsurped
from the people by force and violence . In Ameri-
ca we entered polling booths and VOTED OUR
RIGHTS AWAY. We have sent men to Washington
and to our State Capitols to represent us who either
have had no idea of how to deal with the enemy, or
they were on their side and opposed to America-
nism. Not only is this booklet being put into ef-
fect daily, but'far more. Legislation has also been
passed to transport you out of your home state
under the guise of "mental illness" and in addition
there are now laws to take away every cent you
posses, all property rights regardless of your fi-
nancial status, and does so BEFORE you have been
proven to be mentally incompetent . PROOF WILL
FOLLOW .

Numerous bills have 'been passed that take these
rights away, but there are two that are now law .
A.B. 401, presented this year in California (and
will be presented in your state if it has not al-
ready become law) provides that "ANY RELA -
TIVE, FRIEND OR PERSON INTERESTED IN
THE ESTATE IN EXPECTANCY OR OTHER-
WISE" can file a petition against you and have
.you incarcerated under the accusations that "art-
ful and designing persons" are taking advantage
of you (or may do so.) Remember, the person
making and filing the petition is the one who de-
cides what is meant by "artful and designing per-
sons." You can be forced to return from wherever
you are to the state of your residence. There is no
escape .

And again, Section 6657 of the Welfare and In-
stitutions Code states that the superintendent of the
institution in which you may be sent now has the
legal right to "pool the patient's funds with funds
of other inmates in interest bearing bonds and
use the increment "for the entertainment or educa-
tion of the inmates." The superintendent is the
SOLE TRUSTEE OF THIS SPECIAL FUND,
known as the "BENEFIT FUND."

YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS WERE
SWEPT AWAY under so-called mental health leg-
islation when the law was passed that provided
for "emergency treatment" without trial by jury,
court hearings, or any of the provisions any com-
mon criminal can take for granted . Once you are
ACCUSED of mental illness, anyone can decide
your case is "an emergency case" and then you
have no protection under the Bill of Rights . This
is defined under Section 6002 of the same Code
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which states : ar

"(b) Who suffers from mental disease, mem-
tal disorder, mental deficiency, OR MARK-
ED DEPARTURE FROM NORMAL MEN-
TALITY, and who, in the judgment of the
superintendent or person in charge, is a suit-
able person for emergency care AND TREAT-
MENT, or for observation in the hospital ."
As one judge has described it, if your accusor

decides yours is an emergency case, and you have,
IN HIS OPINION, DEPARTED FROM NOR-
MAL MENTALITY, then he can call for the as-
sistance of any "welfare or police officer," who
will "take the individual into physical custody and
transport him to a mental asylum." The judge
stated "Every constitutional safeguard to be found
in the Federal Constitution for the protection of
the individual, is nullified. It is the police state
working at its best." (What is "normal mentality."
Any action can be used as a departure from the
"normal.") He continues :

"1. It permits no examination of any type .
2. No statement of probable cause need be filed

under oath to support the issuance of a warrant of
arrest or apprehension .

3. No judge or magistrate need issue a warrant
of arrest.

4. No examination is permitted of the patient's
own physician .
5. No examination is provided for by ANY

PHYSICIAN.
6. No trial is permitted by a judge .
7. No trial is permitted by a jury ."
Opening statement by Senator Nelson Dil-

worth on emergency cases before the Judiciary
Committee April 16, 1959 .

This booklet describes how sane minds can be
destroyed by skilled psychopoliticians. This has
been perfected to such a degree in this country that
few, IF ANY, of the wealthy people in America
are without their "psychopolitician ." Not only the
wealthy, but the politician, the judge, the lawyer,
and any other professional OR LAY PERSON who
wields any power at all . If you are an officer in
a club that wields some power, YOU DOUBTLESS
HAVE YOUR PSYCHOPOLITICIAN . Your 'pro-
gram will be devoted to style shows, bridges, etc .
serious subjects will be controversial. The
more powerful or wealthy the person, the more he
is apt to have not one, but several, in various posi-
tions. This person watches everything you do, stays
as near to you as possible, prevails upon you to
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do nothing, usually, but, certainly not to act with-
out his advice . You come to depend upon him for
every decision, and your efforts go toward support
of the other side.

HOW CAN YOU DETECT HIM? If you knew
your rights under the Constitution, it would be
simple. You would recognize the first departure
from our American way of life. BUT FEW KNOW
THE CONSTITUTION and therefore they are at
the mercy of a psychopolitician . . He will be your
loyal and trusted friend, perhaps even a relative,
your loyal secretary who will spend endless hours
at your side, working overtime, if necessary, until
you depend on her or him for everything .

If she is not a real "psychopolitician" and
is really working in your best interests, then
there are others who will eventually turn you
against her and have her fired so that a psycho .
politician can replace her. Now more than ever be.
fore it is necessary to keep your wits about you .
WHEN CONFUSION REIGNS SUPREME the
communists make their greatest inroads .

This booklet has run for the second time in the
Congressional Record in part . First placed there
by Congressman Usher L. Burdick in 1957, then
again last year, August 12, 1958 by Congressman
Edgar Hiestand .

Included in it is the Address given by `Beria,
former head of the Russian Secret Police, to Amer-
ican Students who were sent to Russia from 1933
for an inteterminate date (for proof that we did
send Americans to Russia at that time see the
REECE COMMITTEE REPORTS on "TAX EX-
EMPT FOUNDATIONS" page 275-283) . These
students were composed of professors, teachers,
psychologists, nurses, social welfare workers, etc .
This 'booklet (said to be one of their text-books)
speaks for itself. We now seem to be reaping the
results of that training.

In Beria's opening address he stated among
other things that shock treatment and brain sur-
gery must be made to be "common and accepted ."
This is in effect now. Regardless of the patient,
and these include hundreds that are as sane as 'any
American, he is put AT ONCE on a heavy sche-
dule of shock-treatment which ultimately destroys
the memory and causes him to become ,a true men-
tal patient. "COUNTERATTACK," in their bulle-
tin for April 8, 1955, devoted almost four pages
exposing the pro-communist background of the
man who introduced shock treatments in this coun-
try, Dr . Joe Wortis.
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.. For proof of -what shock treatment will do to a
patient, we refer you to THE AMERICAN JOUR-
NAL OF PSYCHIATRY (Vol. 114, No. 9,' March
1958, Page 791) and an article by Dr . Hilde L.
Mosse, who gives a detailed account of how shock
treatment. administered to children was harmful
and prevented a true diagnosis .' Children are diag-
nosed as "schizophrenic" and treated with so many
shock treatments most of them "were not able to
function in the community. They either had to
be exempted from school for sometime and event-
ually improved with psychotherapy (if this was
available to them), or they had to be re-com-
mitted soon . After a stay in the state hospital
for anywhere from several months to 4 years,
they are discharged with the diagnosis changed
to "behavior disorder." This change of diagnosis
is so frequent that it has become the "RULE RA-
THER THAN THE EXCEPTION." In fact Dr .
Mosse stated :: "We have studied 60 cases below
the age of 14 at the Lafague Clinic and in private
practice. In practically ALL OF THEM THE, DI-
AGNOSIS WAS WRONG." . . "Juvenile delin-
quency has become the nation's No . 1 problem,
yet a child who commits a crime is now likely to
be diagnosed schizophrenic and sent to a mental
hospital. This puts the problem into a wrong focus,
namely into the field of mental illness of unknown
origin inherent in the child, instead of into the
field of social pathology to which the child is
reacting." And he states again :

"Our cases show how erroneous dogmatic
thinking may lead 'to contracdictory therapeu-
tic procedure. Often they are dangerous for
the child. At anyy rate, they deprive the child
of constructive social and psychotherapeutic
measures. In many cases anti-convulsive med.
ication and then ECT (electro-shock treat-
ment) was recommended in the same case
within a period of a few weeks . Children of
all ages are being SUBJECTED TO LOBO-
TOMIES ON THE SAME BASIS ."
-"Child schizophrenia is at present in the
United States a- fashionable and much abused
diagnosis. 'Careful clinical study indicates that
far more often than not this diagnosis IS
WRONG. This is not only a THREAT TO
CHILDREN LIVING IN A SOCIALLY DIF-
FICULT MILIEU, but also hinders the pro-
gress of psychiatry as a science ."

The mental health people advocate that chil-
dren start getting their sex education from the age
of 2, 3, 4, and 5. If you 'have only a little girl in



your family, then you borrow your neighbor's little
boy. Bathe them together and teach them what
their organs are for. In this manner the morals of
the youngsters are destroyed before they are ever
formed. Now after dwelling on sex for these
youngsters from the time they are old enough to
coo, sooner or later he will ask, "BUT HOW DOES
THE FATHERS' SEED GET INTO THE
MOTHERS'? You are advised to demonstrate in
this manner .

"You go over with him : You know how a
boy's body is made, how he has a penis . And
you know how a little girl's body is made too .
She doesn't have a penis but she has an open-
ing. The two fit together . That is why people
are made that way, so that babies can be
started ."
REMEMBER THIS IS FOR PRE-SCHOOL

CHILDREN. And when the child asks if he can
watch mother and father when they start a baby .

" . . you explain why mothers and fathers want
to be alone at that time. It wouldn't be quite the
same if others were watching."

Now if after all this training you find your
children EXPERIMENTING, there is nothing to
worry about. They state :

"You may worry that, once children know,
they will want to play out intercourse . SOME
EXPERIMENTATION MAY GO ON, not be-
cause you have told your children the truth,
but because children are children. At all ages,
in all areas, SOME TRYING OUT IS A
VERY HUMAN 'CHARACTERISTIC." (How
to Tell your Children About Sex by James L .
Hymes, Jr. California Society for Mental
Hygiene)
After they enter school, the education goes on .

In the fifth and sixth grades a book called "HU-
MAN GROWTH" which comes with a motion pic-
ture is given to children of both sexes at the same
time. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING IS LEFT TO
THE IMAGINATION by them .

In the booklet "THE WORD YOU CANNOT
SAY" parents and teachers are told that masterba-
tion is normal and that children should not be
corrected during this time . This kind of teaching
has now reached its peak with abnormal sexual
relations advocated by "scientists" and physicians
who are told that abnormality is now NORMAL.

Again referring to THE AMERICAN JOUR-
NAL OF PSYCHIATRY, (Vol. 112, No . 5, Nov.
1955, Page 334) Drs. Hervey M. Cleckley and
Corbett H . Thigpen bring to light some of the ser-
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ious articles medical men are supposed to accept
as "'SCIENTIFIC TRUTH ." They state

"If we soberly evaluate what is being writ-
ten in our technical journals, and note some
of the discoveries reported by experts it is
scarcely remarkable to find that laymen are
seriously misled." They first describe a case
from a novel in which the author maintains
the material is "scientific truth .) "A beautiful
wife, unhappy about her husband's gross neg-
lect and his overt sexual practices WITH
OTHER MALES, is brought to the reader's
attention. Persuasive argument by the author
plus the actual experience of Lesbian activi-
ties with a versatile prostitute, according to
the narrative, correct her pathologic outlook,
leave her almost deliriously happy at the pros-
pect of returning to the homosexual husband .
It is made plain that both she and he will be
free to continue abnormal relations with
others of the same gender. Having achieved
this enlightment, the young woman is pro-
nounced `healthy, wealthy, and wise' . . ."
THEN, THE DOCTORS QUOTE FROM

A SERIOUS BOOK entitled, THE AMERICAN
SEXUAL TRAGEDY." He states :

"Professional evalutions no less remarkable
are offered by those the public has every
right to believe validly represent science as
opposed to prejudice, ignorance or mere con-
vention." (The author is described as `former-
ly chief psychologist of New Jersey, now in
private practice of psychoanalytic psycho-
therapy and MARRIAGE COUNSELLING
IN NEW YORK CITY, Chairman of the New
York Association of Clinical Psychologists'
etc., M.A. and Ph. D. degrees in psychology
from one of our greatest universities are list-
ed.") Is it not logical for the lay reader to be
impressed by such qualifications? What is the
ordinary reader to think when they are told
that men who strictly confine their sexual re-
lations to women are psychiatrically disord-
ered? . . . this spokesman for SCIENCE in .
sists that males who are not willing to try
sexulal relations . . . with other males must
also be recognized as VICTIMS OF PSYCHI-
ATRIC ILLNESS." (which he claims applies

to the opposite sex as well .)
WHILE YOU MAY .BE WONDERING WHAT

THIS 'HAS TO DO WITH THIS BOOKLET, RE-
MEMBER, THESE ARE THE SELF-CONFESSED
"EXPERTS" WHO WILL BE DECIDING UPON
YOUR MENTALITY AND THAT OF ALL
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AMERICANS. IS IT ANY WONDER THAT ONE
OF THEM HAS STATED FOR THE PRESS
THAT EVERY AMERICAN IS MENTALLY ILL
TO SOME DEGREE? JUDGING FROM THEIR
STANDARDS, NATURALLY IT IS TRUE. But
if this is normality, one wonders of the hundreds
of thousands of SOLDIERS in World War II, who
were discharged as "mentally disordered" how
many of them were true mental cases. (See "Social
Year Book for 1957")

IF YOU FIND THIS SHOCKING, IT IS EX-
ACTLY WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO DO. WE
HOPE YOU WILL BE SHOCKED OUT OF
YOUR COMPLACENCY INTO A WORLD OF
REALITY. STOP DONATING TO CHARITIES
UNTIL YOU HAVE INVESTIGATED THEM
THOROUGHLY. DO NOT BELIEVE THE SUG-
AR COATED WRAPPER .

SMALL groups who spend all of their waking
hours doing research to bring the truth to you
are dying because of a lack of funds to continue .
YOUR VERY LIFE DEPENDS upon their suc-
cess. This has gone so far now as to be TOO LATE
TO DO SOMETHING UNLESS YOU ACT AT
ONCE. SEE CLOSE OF THIS FOREWORD FOR
WHAT YOU CAN DO .

To quote further from the above article :
"It is our belief that many able psychiatrists

today speak and write the vague jargon of
psychodynamics out of habit or custom with-
out seriously examining alleged evidence on
which some of its assumptions are 'based . . .
agreeable clinicians who have not IN YEARS
OF PRACTICE encountered real evidence of
such things in a patient faithfully refer to
most anxiety as 'CASTRATION FEAR' to ev-
ery relation of children with parents as
`OEDIPAL'-that is to say, by implication,
incestuous. .. Though he may never have
found that pubertal boys normally and typi-
cally regard each other as sweethearts or pre-
fer each other sexually to girls, the dynamic
observer feels he must deferentially use the
term homosexual for the status and the rela-
tions of such boys. No matter how vividly he
may recall his own sexual yearnings or acts
during grammar school years, the psychiatrist
who values dynamic orthodoxy usually refers
to this period as one of `sexual latency .' THIS
IS THE CUSTOM OF OUR TIME."
The explanation of dreams given to - psychia .

tristss and the interpretation given in all seriousness
is beyond belief. One realizes the caliber of the
men who are being placed in high positions
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as teachers, counsellors, and advisors to people in
power who will be deciding on 'the sanity of the
nation .

Since young psychiatrists are being trained to-
day in this school of -thought, it is well to know
the. kind of thing they will be using to judge their
fellow man .
For instance this!

"The medical observer explains at some
length the romantic nuances of a love af-
fair each embryo has with the placenta . The

placenta, he confidently informs us, always
takes the male role regardless of the sex of
the embryo . Evidence for these early adven-
tures is regularly discovered in the dreams of
adult patients."

"Were these bold hypotheses presented mo-
destly as hypothesis, there would be little
reason for objection. When presented to the
medical student or the reading public as
SCIENTIFIC FACT established by evidence,
they can be misleading and detrimental ."-
In the past when problems loomed so large as

to need outside assistance, Americans have sought
out their ministers, their doctors, and in many
cases the police officer . The order has gone out
that all j ministers must have some knowledge of
psychiatry, and every profession is barraged with
propaganda from the Freud school of learning . In
the future when you go to one of them, do not he
surprised if he begins to pry into your sexual re-
lations with your spouse as the basis for your fin-
ancial troubles -or the reason Johnny ran away
from home.

The dream interpretations given in this article
not only shocks the lay persons, even the doctors
are shocked. It hardly seems possible that medi-
cal students could ever seriously take a text-book
and put it into practice with explanations that de-
fy the imagination.

A hue and cry -has gone forth for added per-
sonnel for the thousands of new insane asylums
to be built in America . There are literally millions
of us who must be incarcerated, and no doubt will
be, according to the new surveys going on
throughout the country. In addition to medical
personnel, which is being brought into the country
on a wholesale scale, something new has been
added.

Now, for each, doctor, nurse patient and visitor,
there must be a trained "observer" who is to. listen
to every word, and record every action to be
turned into the proper department . The Unit-



ed States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has published a booklet on the trained
observer and her duties. "A MANUAL TO HELP
HOSPITAL EVALUATE NURSING ACTIVI-
TIES." They state : (pg. 16)

"The observer must follow the person she is
observing as closely as a shadow in order to
be able to identify and record an activity.
She must be close enough to hear a conversa-
tion. She does not come into conversation
with the nurse or other person being observ-
ed . . . .
"The observer's _job is to record what the

nursing personnel do in terms of the time
each activity begins, the area into which it
falls, and the level of personnel required for
its performance. EVERYTHING THE NURSE
DOES WILL BE RECORDED AND CODED
ON THE OBSERVER'S RECORD FORM . . ."
Smiple sketches are shown showing the obsev-

er behind a curtain or door listening to the nurse
and doctor in conversation . If the doctor sits down
to smoke a cigarette, this is recorded, as well as
that of a nurse. Even their recreation time is re-
corded . It stands to reason tax-payers, in addition
to this added burden will soon be asked for ad-
ditional funds to hire observers for the observers .

COMPLAINTS ARE GOING TO LEGISLA-
TORS BY THE MILLIONS REGARDING THE
HEAVY TAX BURDEN AMERICANS ARE
CARRYING NOW, UNNECESSARILY, MOST
OF IT GOING TO BUILD UP OUR . ENEMIES.
WHEN WE START PAYING THE TAXES FOR
THE THOUSANDS OF INSANE ASYLUMS TO
BE BUILT AND THE PERSONNEL REQUIRED
TO STAFF THEM, THEN THERE WILL REAL-
LY BE SOMETHING TO CRY ABOUT. In state
after state they are asking, AND GETTING, per-
mission to build one insane asylum for every
50,000 people.

Small organizations like THE AMERICAN
PUBLIC RELATIONS FORUM have aroused
some of our legislators to the dangers of this leg-
islation, as well as to many of our fellow Ameri-
cans. It was this organization that discovered the
bill that provided for ONE MILLION ACRES OF
LAND BEING SET ASIDE FOR THE SO-
CALLED MENTALLY ILL OF THIS COUNTRY
IN ALASKA, WITH ALL MINERAL RIGHTS
AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO PUT THE
PLAN INTO EFFECT. STATE AFTER STATE
HAS NOW PASSED LEGISLATION THAT PRO-
VIDES FOR YOUR TRANSPORTATION
ACROSS STATE BOUNDRY LINES UNDER
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THE GUISE OF BEING MENTALLY ILL . '1'U
BE CERTAIN NOTHING WILL STOP THEIR
PLANS FROM BEING CARRIED OUT, THE
PROPONENTS OF THIS LEGISLATION NOW
ARE DEVOTING ALL OF THEIR TIME AND
ENERGY TOWARD GETTING OUR STATE
CONSTITUTIONS CHANGED DURING 1960
FOR THE PURPOSE OF INSERTING MENTAL
HEALTH CLAUSES DIRECTLY INTO THE
CONSTITUTIONS .

They realize that an alert legislator can have
these bills declared UNCONSTITUTIONAL, so
they plan to see to it that this will be impossible
in the future . They want the clause inserted into
the State Constitutions that so-called mental pa-
tients can be transported through "any and all
states party to this compact WITHOUT INTER-
FERENCE."

DIABOLICAL? YES! But our legislators have
already been sold a bill of goods that our con-
stitutions are antiquated, that they should be re-
written and "the dead wood" removed . And even
our most conservative legislators are falling for
this propaganda. 1960 IS TO BE MENTAL
HEALTH YEAR. YOU MUST URGE YOUR
LEGISLATOR NOT TO VOTE FOR A CONSTI-
TUTIONAL CONVENTION TO RE-WRITE THE
CONSTITUTION AT THIS TIME. THIS IS
URGENT FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION .

%TAT YOU CAN DO
Because of the hundreds of mental health bills

that have already passed into law which rob
Americans of every Constitutional right, some of
our legislators have introduced legislation which
would keep sane people from being railroaded
to insane asylums upon the accusation of a neigh-
bor, relative, friend, or casual stranger, PROMPT
ACTION ON YOUR PART CAN GET ONE OF
THESE BILLS PASSED THIS YEAR. This is
Congressman Edgar Hiestand's bill, H . CON.
RES. 145 . We quote it in its entirety :

H. Con. Res. 145-CONCURRENT RESOLU-
TION

"Whereas among the thousands of persons
committed to mental institutions there are
many who are needlessly committed : and
"Whereas among the thousands of persons
confined in mental institutions there are
many who are needlessly confined ; and
"Whereas this situation constitutes an un-

warranted deprivation of constitutional and
individual rights for these persons ; and

V_



"Whereas a continued legalization of -unfair
commitment procedures and confinement
practices is not in She interest of the indi-
vidual, the state, or the Nation ; and
"Whereas we must halt encroachments on

-our constitutional freedoms ; and
"Whereas serious and patriotically motivat-

ed questions have been posed as to the ideolo-
gical beliefs and intents held and fostered by
some among those active in the field of psy-
chiatry ;
"Therefore be it RESOLVED in the House

of Representatives (the Senate Concurring)
that an investigation into mental health pro-
grams now being promoted be conducted by
the Congress of the United States ." (Referred
to the Rules Committee.)
Congressman Hiestand has made a courageous

stand and the subversives and their dupes will go
after him with all they have. We must not lose
another good man by our lack of support.
Proper support THIS YEAR through your clubs
and your friends will bring this bill out into the
open for passage. IT MUST BE DONE NOW!

Another bill that should be introduced into ev-
ery state in the United States as a CONSTITU-
TIONAL AMENDMENT in order to nullify the
plans of the mental health people is the bill in-
troduced in California by Senator Nelson Dil-
worth, California State Senator, which he calls
"THE BILL OF RIGHTS FOR MENTAL FREE-
DOM." Get your state representative to copy it.
It has already been introduced in Washington
State and others . It follows :

"(a) No person shall be committed to or
confined in a mental institution without a
court hearing.
(b) No person shall be committed to or

confined in a mental institution unless he is
afforded the right to a speedy and public
'trial ; to a trial 'by jury ; to counsel of his own
choosing, or if unable to obtain counsel, to a
counsel appointed by the court ; to be con-
fronted by his accusors ; to ample notice of
the exact charges against 'him ; and to com-
pulsory process for the attendance of wit.
nesses.
(c) It shall be the duty of the public de-

fender, if appointed, to defend persons ac -
cused of being mentally ill or mentally de-
ficient, and shall be the duty of the court to
appoint counsel for any such person, if that
person is unable to obtain counsel of his own
choosing.
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(d) No person shall he committed to or con-
fined in a mental institution because of his
religious or political beliefs.
(e) No person shall be committed to or con-

fined in a mental institution to prevent him
from exercising his right of freedom of-
speech, including his right to express his po-
litical views and to critcize the government,
any public official or any law .
(f) No person shall be committed in a men-

tal institution to prevent him from exercis-
ing his right to assemble with his fellow citi-
zens_;' to petition the government for the re-
dress of his grievances ; to lawfully possess
Srms ; to resist unlawful searches and seiz-
ures ; to engage in political activity ; to resist
the taking of his property; or to take appro-
priate action in his own defense or in defense
of his children, parents or spouse .
(g) Persons accused of being mentally ill or

mentally deficient shall not prior to adju-
dication of mental illness of deficiency be
confined with and among persons previously
adjudged mentally ill or mentally deficient
except when no other facilities are available .
(h) Patients in -a mental institution shall

not be denied the right to counsel, or the
right to communicate with persons outside the
institution .
(i) No United States citizen shall be trans-

ported out of his State on charges of mental
illness or mental deficiency OF ANY KIND
unless it be to the state of his legal residence .
Emmeration of the foregoing rights shall

not reprive a person accused of mental illness
or deficiency of any other rights that he may
have at law or in equity."
LAST AND MOST IMPORTANT, at least to

us. You can reimburse us for this booklet, sent
you ' €or your enlightenment . After reading it, if
you do not wish to keep it, please return it . But if
you love your country, your God, or only yourself,
you will want to distribute it as fast and furious
as pour money will allow. This organization is
made up of members who work GRATIS in ord-
er to enlighten our fellow American to the dang-
er our country faces. WITHOUT YOUR HELP
THIS WILL BE OUR FINAL EFFORT. The
postage on these booklets alone is tremendous .
We are sending it gratis to as many people as we
can who cannot he expected to pay for them, such
as commentators, newspaper editors, representa-



tives, etc . Occasionally one does pay for them, but
seldom .

The price of single copies of this booklet is
on the front cover. However, if you wish to dis-
tribute them through your club or otherwise, we
are making the price practically from printer to
you. On orders of 100 send 35 cents each, or
$35.00. On orders of 1,000, send 20 cents each,
or $200.00.

Read the booklet . Get it to your minister, your
doctor, your policeman, every radio and televi-
sion commentator. (Three in this area are broad-
casting on it almost daily .) Also every newspa-
per columnist, every editor and every interested
person. This is the only means you have for get-
ting the truth to our people before it is too late.

WE'VE DONE OUR PART, NOW YOU
MUST ENTER THE FIGHT AND TAKE OVER
FROM HERE.



Beware of Psychiatrists

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Of
HON. USHER L. BURDICK

of North Dakota

In the House of Representatives

Thursday, June 13, 1957

Mr. BURDICK. Mr. Speaker, one way to des-
troy any people is to destroy their health. The
destruction of the mind is less obvious and not an
open act of murder, but the millions who have had

-their minds destroyed by this sly Fascist and com-
munistic scheme of controlling the people are as
dead as they ever will be .

Listen to what Dictator Georgie Malenkov said
when he succeeded Stalin :

There will be no. more - lobotomies i While I am
dictator of Russia .

Now let us see what a lobotomy is . First, the
patient is strapped to an operating table. The
straps must be tight and very strong . Then elec-
trodes are clamped to the temples of the person
about to be lobotomized. Next., three jolts of elec-
tricity are shot through the patient's brains-
enough to' start violent convulsions, which give way
to an anaesthetic coma . Now the doctor takes
his leucotomes-pick-like instruments-and inserts
them under the patient's eyelids. With a hammer
he then drives them through the eye sockets of the
skull and into the forepart of the brain . Finally,
with a few deft sweeping motions back and forth,
the doctor severs the prefrontal lobes of the brain
from the rest of it . Hitler used this method on
millions of his subjects . and Stalin had over 10
million slaves or prisoners operated upon and
turned into mere beasts of burden.

It takes only 5 minutes to perform -this opera-
tion and the subject does not know what has been
done to him . He loses his animation as a living
object and becomes a zombie. His productive or-
gans wither up and he is incapable of resistance.

This same practice, is used here in the United
States on persons said to be mentally ill, and it
is estimated that 100,000 persons in the United
States have been subjected to this operation upon
the advice of some psychiatrist. This is murder
per se, although the patient may 'be hopelessly
incurable. It is another way of putting the patients
to death under the advice of skilled psychiatrists .
In the United States today a large percentage of
the psychiatrists are foreigners, MOST OF THEM
EDUCATED -IN RUSSIA. THE PER AGE
RUNS AS HIGH AS 80.



What does this mean? Does it mean that the
Russian finesse of human destruction is introduced
in America to further weaken our people so that
there will she less resistance to communism? - It
means nothing short of that .

My next Extension of Remarks will include
the speech of Beria, who addressed a group of
American students at Lenin University in Russia.
Here are two statementss of the many he made at
that meeting :

"You must labor until we' have domination over
the minds and bodies of every important person in
our nation . You must achieve such disrepute for
the state of insanity and such authority over its
pronouncement that no one statesman so labeled
could ever again be given credence by the people .
You must. work until suicide arising from mental
imbalance is common and calls forth no general
investigation or remark .

With the institutions for the insane you have
in your country prisons which can hold a million
persons and can hold them without civil rights
or any hope of freedom. And upon these people
can be practiced shock and surgery so that never
again will they draw a sane breath. You must
make these treatments common and accepted . You
must sweep aside any treatment or any group of
persons seeking to treaty by effective means ."

There you have the Communist assault on the
minds of men. Is this the practice this country
is going to follow in mental 'health cases? It
would seem that some. of these methods are already
being used here, judging from some of the cases
which have recently been brought to my attention .
Communist Brainwashing for Americans

EXTENSION OF REMARKS

of

HON. USHER L BURDICK
of North Dakota

In the House of Representatives

Thursday, June 13, 1957

Mr. BURDICK. Mr. Speaker, to apprise the
people of this country just what the Communist
practice was and probably still is in regard to the
treatment of so-called mentally sick persons, I have
decided to reprint the entire speech made by Com-
munist Beria to a class of American students at
Lenin University.

This is the same Beria who was at the head
of the police system in Russia, and who caused
the execution of millions of Russians, and who



finally was himself executed by the Malenkov
dictatorship :

AN ADDRESS BY BERIA

American students at the Lenin University, I
welcome your attendance at these classes on psych-
opolitic s .

Psychopolitics is an important if less known
division of geopolitics. It is less known because
it must necessarily deal with highly educated per-
sonnel, the very top strata of mental healing .

By psychopolitics our chief goals are effective-
ly carried forward . To produce a maximum of
chaos in the culture of the enemy is our first most
important step. Our fruits are grown in chaos,
distrust, economic depression, and scientific tur-
moil. At last a weary populace can seek peace
only in our offered Communist state, at last only
communism can resolve the problems of the mass-
es.

A psychopolitician must work hard to produce
the maximum chaos in the fields of mental heal-
ing. He must recruit and use all the agencies and
facilities of mental healing. He must labor to
increase the personnel and facilities of mental heal-
ing until at last the entire field of mental science
is entirely dominated by Communist principles and
desires .

To achieve these goals the psychopolitician
must crush every homegrown variety of mental
healing in America. Actual teachings of Freud,
James, Eddy, and others amongst your misguided
peoples must be swept away. They must be dis-
credited, defamed, arrested, stamped upon even
by their own government until there is no credit
in them and only Communist-oriented 'healing
remains . You must work until every teacher of
psychology unknowingly or knowingly teaches only
Communist doctrine under the guise of "psycho-
logy." You must labor until every doctor and
psychiatrist is either a psychopolitician or an
unwitting assistant to our aims .

You must labor until we have dominion over
the minds and bodies of every important person
in your nation. You must achieve such disrepute
for the state of insanity and such authority over
its pronouncement that not one statesman so label-
ed could again be given credence by his 'people .
You must work until suicide arising from mental
indbalance is common and calls forth no general
investigation or remark.

With the institutions for the insane you have
in your country prisons which can hold a million
persons and can, hold, them without civil rights
or any hope of -freedom . And upon these people
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can be practiced shock and surgery so that never
again will they draw a sane breath . You must
make these treatments common and accepted. And
you must sweep aside any treatment or any group
of persons seeking to treat by effective means.

You must dominate as respected men the fields
of psychiatry and psychology . You must domin-
ate the hospitals and universities. You must carry
forward the myth that only a European doctor is
competent in the field of insanity and thus excuse
amongst you the high incidence of foreign birth
and training . If and when we seize Vienna, you
shall then have a common ground of meeting and
can come and take your instructions as worshippers
of Freud along with other psychiatrists .

Psychopolitics is a solemn charge . With it you
can erase our enemies as insects . You can cripple
the efficiency of leaders by striking insanity into
their families through the use of drugs . You can
wipe them away with testimony as to their insan-
ity. By our technologies you can even bring about
insanity itself when they seem too restive.

You can change their loyalties by psychopoli-
tics. Given a short time with a psychopolitician
you can alter forever the loyalty of a soldier in
our hands or a statesman or a leader in his own
country, or you can destroy his mind .

However, you labor under certain dangers. It
may happen that remedies for our "treatments"
may be discovered . It may occur that a public hue
and cry may arise against "mental healing ." It
may thus occur that all mental healing might be
placed in the hands of ministers and be taken out
of the hands of our psychopogists and psychiatrists .
But the capitalistic thirst for control, capitalistic
inhumanity, and a general public terror of insani-
ty can be brought to guard against these things .
But should they occur, should independent re-
searchers actually discover means to undo psycho-
political procedures, you must not rest, you must
not eat or sleep, you must not stint one tiniest bit
of available money to campaign against it, dis-
credit it, strike it down and render it void. For
by an effective means all our actions and research-
es could be undone .

In a capitalistic state you are aided on all sides
by the corruption of the philosophy of man and the
times . You will discover that everything will aid
you in your campaign to seize, control, and use all
"mental healing" to spread our doctrine and rid
us of our enemies within their own borders .

Use the courts, use the judges, use the consti-
tution of. the country, use its medical societies_ and
its laws to further our ends . Do not stint in your
labor in this direction . And when you have suc-



ceeded you will discover that you can now effect
your own legislation at will and you can, by care-
ful organization of healing societies, by constant
campaign about the terrors of society, by a pre-
tense as to your effectiveness make your capitalist
himself, by his own appropriations, finance a large
portion of the quiet conquest of the nation .

By psychopolitics create chaos . Leave a nation
leaderless . Kill our enemies and bring to earth,
through communism, the greatest peace man has
ever known. Thank you .

BRAIN-WASHING
A SYNTHESIS OF THE TEXT-BOOK ON

PSYCHOPOLITICS
EDITORIAL NOTE :

PSYCHOPOLITICS-the art and science of
asserting and maintaining dominion over the
thoughts and loyalties of individuals, officers,
bureaus, and masses, and the effecting of the
conquest of enemy nations through "mental heal-
ing."

"This 'book is a synthesis of information gather-
ed through observation, discussion, investigation
and experience over the last ten years .

I cannot entirely vouch for its authenticity .
Disclosure of the sources from which it is drawn
would undoubtedly lead to great difficulties for
them. And in matters of this kind the Soviet is not
accustomed to the . issuance of validations .

Having compiled this volume I did not easily
discover any method of distribution since my own
facilities and finances are, as is customary with
professors, necessarily limited . Further, the place-
ment of this volume in anyone's hands constituted
to some degree a considerable risk to myself until
I realized that there actually were two American
groups in the field of mental science who were
entirely above suspicion, particularly since they
were often mentioned as Soviet targets by my in-
formers and were mentioned in the actual text
of this book as being antipathetic to this Soviet
program . These two groups were the Christian
Scientists and the Dianeticists . Christian Science
is an American religion, intensely patriotic . Dian-
eticis is the only entirely American development in
the field of the human mind .

Knowing from my information sources that
Dianetics and Christian Science and their people
have experienced years of mauling and defamation
at the hands of the Communists, I am submitting
to these organizations this work . I wish to express
here my- appreciation for their bold resistance to
Communism "through the years .



I wish also to express my confidence in the fu-
tu-e of the free nations of the earth . Although
the Soviet has found a chink in the armour of in-
dividual liberty it is certain that Democratic pro-
cesses can mend it. That only the individual him-
self can protest against assault and injury to him
before law, joined with the fact that the insane
have no rights before the law, has permitted in it-
self this deep ingress into our country's security .
So long as this legal loop-hole exists, there is then
no law against driving anyone insane, even though
this action deals as finally with a person as does
murder. The existence today of highly efficient
drugs such as LDS, one-millionth of an ounce of
which can create insanity, brings this legal loop-
hole into focus . By enacting legislation permitting
a friend or next of kin to bring charges in cases
of assault and by quickly placing all treatment of
and institutions for, the insane in the hands of
ministers, taking it entirely out of the hands of
European Indoctrinated practitioners, the entire ef-
fort of psychopolitics can be nullified at once .

If you care to check this subject of psycho-
politics against current oceurances in tjie American
scene you will discover the urgency of such mea-
sures ."

Charles Stickley-New York City, 1955

AN ADDRESS BY BERTA

This booklet opens with the address by Beria to
American students in Russia which has already
appeared in the booklet under Congressman Bur .
dicks remarks. For lack of space we will not re-
peat it .

CHAPTER I
THE HISTORY AND DEFIAIITION OF

PSYCHOPOLITICS

Although punishment for its own sake may not
be entirely without recompense, it is, nevertheless,
true that the end and goal of all punishment is the
indoctrination of the person being punished with
an idea, whether that idea be one of restraint or
obedience.-

In that any ruler !has, from time beyond
memory, needed the obedience of his . subjects in



order to accomplish his ends, he has thus resorted
to punishment. This is true of every tribe and
state in the history of Man.- Today, Russian' cul-
ture has evolved more certain and definite methods
of aligning and securing the loyalties of persons
and populaces, and of enforcing obedience upon
them. This modern 'outgrowth of old practice is
called Psychopolitics .

The stupidity and narrowness of nations not
blessed with Russian reasoning has caused them
to rely upon practices which are, today, too an-
cient and outmoded for the rapid and heroic pace
of our time. And in view of the tremendous ad-
vance of Russian Culture in -the field of mental
technologies, begun with the glorious work of Pav-
lov, and carried forward so ably by later Russians,
it would he strange that an art and science would
not evolve totally devoted to the aligning of loyal .
ties and extracting the obedience of individuals and
multitudes.

Thus we see that psychopolitical procedures
are a natural outgrowth of practices as old as Man,
practices which are current in every group of men
throughout the world . Thus, in psychopolitical
proceures there is no ethical problem, since it is
obvious and evident that Man is always coerced
against his will to the greater good of the State,
whether by economic gains or indoctrination into
the wishes and desires of the State .

Basically, 'Man is an animal. He is an animal
which has been given a civilized veneer. Man is
a collective animal, grouped together for his own
protection before the threat of the environment.
Those who so group and control !him must then
have in their possession specialized techniques to
direct the vagaries and energies of the animal Man -
toward greater efficiency in the accomplishment of
the goals of the State .

Psychopolitics, in one form or another, have
long been used in Russia, but the subject is all but
unknown outside of the borders of our nation, save
only where we have carefully transplanted our in-
formation and where it is used for the greater good
of the nation .

The definition of Psychopolitics follows .
Psychopolitics is the art and science of assert-

ing and maintaining dominion over the thoughts
and loyalties of individuals, officers, bureaus, and
masses, and the effecting of the conquest of enemy
nations through "mental healing."

The subject of PPsychopolitics breaks down into
several catagories, each a natural and logical pro-
ceeding from the last. Its first subject is the con-
stitution and antomy of Man, himself, as a political
organism. The next is an examination of Man



as an economic organism, as this might be con-
t-o'11ed by his desires . The next is classification of
State goals for the individual and masses. The
next is an examination of loyalties . The next is
the general sulbject of obedience. The next is the
anatomy of the stimulus-response mechanism of
Man . The next is the subjects of shock and en-
durance. The next is the organization and use
of counter-Psychopolitics . The next is the use
of Psychopolitics in the conquest of foreign na-
tions . The next is psychopolitical organizations
outside Russia, their composition and activity . The
next is the creation of slave philosophy in an hos-
tile nation. The next is countering anti-psycho-
political rule in a scientific age. To this might
be added many subcategories, such as the nullifica-
tion of modern weapons by psychopolitical acitvity .

The strength and power of Psychopolitics can-
not be overestimated, particularly when used in
a nation decayed by pseudo-intellectualism, where
exploitation of the masses combines readily with
psychopolitical actions, and particularly -'here the
greed of Capitalism and Monarchiel regimes -has
already brought about an overwhelming incidence
of neurosis which can be employed as the ground-
work for psychopolitical action and a psychopoliti-
cal corps .

It is part of your mission, student, to prevail
psychopolitical activity to the detriment of the
Russian State, just as it is your mission to carry
forward in our nation and outside it, if you are so
assigned, the missions and goals of Psychopolitics .
No agent of Russia should be even remotely effec-
tive without a thorough grounding in Psychopoli-
tics, and so _you carry forward with you a Russian
trust to use well what you are learning here .

CHAPTER 11

THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN
AS A POLITICAL ORGANISM

Man is already a colonial aggregation of cells,
and to consider him an individual would be an
error . Colonies of cells have gathered together
as one organ or another of the body, and then
these organs, have, themselves, gathered together
to form the whole . Thus we see that man, himself,
is already a political organism, even if we do not
consider a mass of men .

Sickness could be considered to 'be a disloyalty
to the remaining organisms on the part of one or-
ganism. This disloyalty becoming apparent, brings
about a revolt of some part of the anatomy against
the remaining whole, . and thus we have in effect,
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an internal revolution . The heart, becoming dis-
affected, falls away from close membership and
service to the remainder of the organism, and we
discover the entire body in all of its activities is
disrupted because of the revolutionary activity
of the heart. The heart is in revolt because it can-
not or will not cooperate with the remainder of the
body . If we permit the heart thus to revolt, the
kidneys, taking the example of the heart, may in
their turn rebel and cease to work for the good
of the organism. This rebellion, multiplying to
other organs and the glandular system, brings about
the death of the "individual ." We can see with
ease that the revolt is death, that the revolt of any
part of the organism results in death . Thus we
see that there can be no compromise with rebellion .

Like the "individual" man, the State is a col-
lection of aggregations . The political entities with-
in the State must, all of them, cooperate for the
greater good of the State lest the State itself fall
asunder and die, for with the disaffection of any
single distrust we discover, at length, the entire
State falling . This is the danger of revolution .

Look at Earth . We see here one entire organ-
ism. The organism of Earth is an individual
organism . Earth has as its organs the various
races and nations of men . Where one of these is
permitted to remain disaffected, Earth itself is
threatened with death. The threatened rebellion of
one country, no matter how small, against the total
organism of Earth, would find Earth sick, and the
cultural state of man to suffer inconsequence.
Thus, the putrescent illness of Capitalist States,
spreading their pus and bacteria into the healthy
countries of the world would not do otherwise than
bring about the death of Earth, unless these ill
organisms are brought into loyalty and obedience
and made to function for the greater good of the
world-wide State .

The constitution of Man is so composed that
the individual cannot function efficiently without
the alignment of each and every part and organ
of his anatomy. As the average individual is in-
capable, in an unformed and uncultured state, as
witness the barbarians of the jungle, so must he
be trained into a coordination of his organic func-
tions by exercise, education, and work . He must
be made to realize this, for only then can he be
made to function efficiently in the role assigned to
him .

The tenents of rugged individualism, personal
determinism, self-will, imagination, and personal
creativeness are alike in the masses antipathetic to
the good of the Greater State . These willful and
unaligned forces are no more than illnesses which
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will bring about disaffection, disunity, and at
length the collapse of the group to which the in-
dividual is attached.

The constitution of Man lends itself easily and
thoroughly to certain and positive regulation from
without of all its functions, including those of
thingness, obedience, and loyalty, and these things
must be controlled if a greater State is to ensue .

While it may seem desirable to the surgeon
to amputate one or another limb or organ in order
to save the remainder, it must be pointed out that
this expediency is not entirely possible of -accom-
plishment where one considers entire nations . A
body deprived of organs can be observed to be
lessened in its effectiveness . The world deprived
of the workers now enslaved by the insane and non-
sensical idiocies of the Capitalists and Monarchs of
Earth, would if removed, create a certain disability
in the world-wide State . Just as we see the victor
forced to rehabilitate the population of a conquered
country at the end of a war, thus any effort to
DEPOPULATE a disaffected portion of the world
might have some consequence . However, let us
consider the inroad of virus • and bacteria hostile
to the organism, and we see that unless we can
conquer the germ, the organ or organism which
it is attacking will, itself, suffer .

In any State we have certain individuals who
operate in the role of the virus and germ, and
these, attacking the population or any group with-
in the population, produce, by their self-willed
greed, a sickness in the organ, which then generally
spreads to the Whole .

The constitution of Man as an 'individual body,
or the constitution of a State o- a portion of the
State as a political organism are analogous. It is
the mission of Psychopolitics first to align the
obedience and goals of the group, and then main-
tain their allignment by the eradication of the ef-
fectiveness of the persons and personalities which
might swerve the group toward disaffection . In
our nation, where things are better managed and
where reason reigns above all else, it is not diffi-
cult to eradicate the selfwilled bacteria which might
attack one of . our political entities . But in the field
of conquest, in nations less enlightened, where the
Russian State does not yet have power, it is not as
feasible to remove the entire self-willed individual .
Psychopolitics makes it possible to remove that part
of his personality which, in itself, is making havoc
with the person's own constitution as well as the
group with which the person is connected .

If tbj animal man were permitted to continue
undisturbed 'by counter-revolutionary propaganda,
if he were left to work under the well-planned



management of the State, we would discover littlee
sickness amongst Man, and we would discover no
sickness in the State . But where the individual is
troubled by conflicting propaganda, where he is
made the effect of revolutionary activities, where
he is permitted to think thoughts critical of the
State itself, where he is permitted to question of
those in whose natural charge he falls, we would
discover his constitution to suffer. We would dis-
cover, from this disaffection, the additional dis-
affection of his heart and of other portions of his
anatomy . So certain is this principle that when
one finds a sick individual, could one search deep-
ly enough, he would discover a mis-aligned loyalty
and an interrupted obedience to that person's group
unit.

There are those who foolishly have embarked
upon some spiritual Alice-in-Wonderland voyage
into what they call the "subconscious" or the "un-
conscious" mind, and who, under the guise of "psy-
chotherapy" would seek to make well the disaffect
tion of body organs, but it is to be noted that their
results are singularly lacking in success . There is
no strength in such an approach. When hypnotism
was first invented in Russia it was observed that
all that was necessary was to command the un-
resisting individual to be well in order, many
times' to accomplish that fact . The limitation of
hypnotism has had to be improved upon in order
to increase the suggestibility of individuals who
would not otherwise be reached . Thus, any nation
has had the experience of growing well again, as
a whole organism, when placing sufficient force
in play against a disaffected group . Just as in
hypnotism any organ can be commanded into great-
er loyalty and obedience, so can any political group
be commanded into greater loyalty and obedience
should sufficient force be employed . However,
force often brings about destruction and it is oc-
casionally not feasible to use broad mass force to
accomplish the ends in view . Thus, it is necessary
to align the individual against his desire not to
conform .

Just as it is a recognized truth that Man must
conform to his environment, so it is a recognized
truth, and will become more so as the years pro-
ceed, that even the body of Man can be command-
ed into health.

The constitution of Man renders itself peculiar-
ly adapted to re-alignment of loyalties. Where
these loyalties to the 'petit bourgeoisie,' the Capi-
talist, to anti-Russian ideas, we find the individual
body peculiarly susceptible to sickness, and thus
we can clearly understand the epidemics, illnesses,
mass-neuroses, tumults, and confusions of the



United States and other Capitalist counties . Here
we find the worker improperly and incorrectly
loyal, and thus we find the worker ill . To save
him and establish him correctly and properly upon
his goal toward a greater State, it is an overpower-
ing necessity to make it possible for him to grant
his loyalties in . a correct direction . In that . his
loyalties are swerved and his obedience cravenly
demanded by persons anti-pathetic to his general
good, and in that these persons are few, even in a
Capitalist nation, the goal and direction of Psycho-
politics is clearly understood . To benefit the work-
er in such a plight, it is necessary to eradicate, by
general propaganda, by other means, and by his
own cooperation, the self-willedness of perverted
leaders . It is necessary, as well, to indoctrinate
the educated starta into the tenets and principles
of cooperation with the environment, and thus to
insure to the worker less-warped leadership, less
craven doctrine, and more cooperation with the
ideas and ideals of the Communist State .

The technologies of Psychopolitics are directed
to this end .

CHAPTER III

MAN AS AN ECONOMIC ORGANISM

Man is subject to certain desires and needs
which are as natural to his beingness as they are
to that of any other animal . Man, however, has
the pecularity of exaggerating some of these be-
yond the hounds of reason . This is obvious
through the growth of leisure classes, pseudo-intel-
lectual groups, the 'petit bourgeoisie', Capitalism,
and other ills

It has been said, with truth, that one tenth of
a man's life is concerned with politics and nine-
tenths with economics . Without food, the individ-
ual dies . Without clothing, he freezes . Without
houses and weapons, he is prey to the starving
wolves. The acquisition of sufficient items to an-
swer those necessities of food, clothing, and shel-
ter, in reason, is the natural right of a member of
an enlightened State . An excess of such items
brings about unrest and disquiet . The presence of
Luxury items and materials and the artificial crea-
tion and whetting of appetites, as in Capitalist
advertising, are certain to accentuate the less-de-
sirable characteristics of Man .

The individual is an economic organism, in that
he requires a certain amount of food, a certain
amount of water, and must hold within himself a
certain amount of heat in order to live When he
has more than . he can eat, more clothing than he
needs to protect him, he then enters upon a certain



idleness which dulls his wits and awareness, and
makes him prey to difficulties which, in a less toxic
state, he would have foreseen and avoided . Thus,
we have a glut being a menace to the individual .

It is no less different in a group . Where the
group acquires too much, its awareness of its own
fellows and of the environment is accordingly re-
duced, and the effectiveness of the group in general
is lost.

The maintaining of a balance between gluttony
and need is the province of Economics proper, and
is the fit subject and concern of the Communist
State .

Desire and want . are a state of mind . Individ-
uals can be educated into desiring and- wanting
more than they can ever possibly obtain, and such
individuals are unhappy . Most of the self-willed
characteristics of the Capitalists come entirely
from greed . He exploits the worker far beyond
any necessity on his own part, as a Capitalist, to
need.

In a nation where economic balances are not
controlled, the appetite of the individual is unduly
whetted 'by enchanting the fanciful persuasions to
desire, and a type of insanity ensues, where each
individual is persuaded to possess more than he
can use, and to possess it even at the expense of his
fellows .

There is, in economic balances, the other side.
The great and too long privation can bring about
unhealthy desires, which, in themselves, accumu-
late if left alone, more than the individual can use .
Poverty, itself, as carefully cultivated in Capital-
tistic States, can bring about an imbalance of ac-
quisition . Just as a vacuum will pull into it mass-
es, in a country where enforced privation upon the
masses is permitted, and where desire is artifically
whetted, need turns to greed, and one easily dis-
covers in such states exploitation of the many for
the benefit of the few.

If one, by the technologies of Psychopolitics,
were to dull this excessive greed in the few who
possess it, the worker would be freed to seek a
more natural balance .

Here we 'have two extremes . Either one of
them are an insanity . If we wish to create an in-
sanity we need only glut or deprive an individual
at long length beyond the ability to withstand and -
we have a mental imbalance. A simple example
of this is the alternation of too low -with too high
pressures in a chamber, an excellent psychopoliti-
cal procedure . The rapidly varied pressure brings
about a chaos wherein the individual will cannot
act and where other wills then, perforce, assume
control .



Essentially, in an entire country, one must re- .
move the greedy by whatever means and must then
create and continue a semi-privation in the masses
in order to command and utterly control the nation .

A continuous hope for prosperity must be in-
doctrinated into the masses with many dreams and
visions of glut of commodity and this hope must
be counterplayed against the actuality of privation
and the continuous threat of loss of all economic
factors in case of disloyalty to the State in order
to suppress the individual wills of the masses .

In a nation under conquest SUCH AS AMERI-
CA, our slow and stealthy approach need take ad-
vantage only of the cycles of booms and depres-
sions inherent in Capitalistic nations in order to
assert of more and more strong control over in-
dividual wills . A boom is as advantageous as a
depression for our ends for during prosperity our
propaganda lines must only continue to point up
the wealth the period is delivering to the selected
few to divorce their control of the state . During
a depression one must only point out that it en-
sued as a result of the avarice of a few and the
general political incompetence of the national
leaders .

The masses must at last come to believe that
only excessive taxation of the rich can relieve them
of the "burdensome leisure class" and can thus be
brought to accept such a thing as INCOME TAX,
a marxist principle smoothly slid into Capitalistic
framework in 1909 in the United States. This even
though the basic law of the United States forbade
it and even though Communism at that time had
been active only a few years in America . Such suc-
cess as the Income Tax law, had it been followed
thoroughly, could have brought the United States
and not Russia into the world scene as the first
Communist nation . But the virility and good sense
of the Russian peoples won . It may not be that
the United States will become entirely Communist
until past the middle of the century, but when it
does it will be because of our superior understand-
ing of economics and of psychopolitics .

The Communist agent skilled in economics has
as his task the suborning of tax agencies and their
personnel to create the maximum disturbance and
chaos and the passing of laws adapted to our pur-
poses and to him we must leave this task . The
psychopolitical operator plays a distinctly different
role in this drama .

The rich, the skilled in finance, the well inform-
ed in government, are particular and individual
targets for the psychopolitician . His is the role of
taking off the board those individuals who would
halt or corrupt Communist economic programs .
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Thus every rich man, every statesman, every person
well informed and capable in government must
have brought to his side a§ a trusted confident a
psychopolitical operator .

The families of these persons are often deranged
from idleness and glut and this fact must be played
upon, even created. The normal health and wild-
ness of a rich man's son must be twisted and per-
verted and explained into neurosis and then, assist-
ed by a timely administration of drugs or violence,
turned into criminality or insanity . This brings at
once someone in "mental healing" into confidential
contact with the family and from this point on the
very most must be made of that contact .

Communism could best succeed if at the side
of every rich or influential man there could be
placed a psychopolitical operator, an undoubted
authority in the field of "mental healing" who
could then by his advice or through the medium
of a wife or daughter by his guided opinions direct
the optimum policy to embroil or upset the econ-
omic policies of the country and, when the time
comes to do away forever with the rich or influen-
tial man, to administer the proper DRUG OR
TREATMENT TO BRING ABOUT HIS COM-
PLETE DEMISE IN AN INSTITUTION AS A
PATIENT OR DEAD AS A SUICIDE .

Planted beside a country's powerful persons the
psychopolitician can also guide other policies to
the betterment of our battle.

The Capitalist does not know the definition
of war . He thinks of war as attack with force
performed by soldiers and machines . He does not
know that a more effective if somewhat longer war
can be fought with BREAD or, in our case, WITH
DRUGS and the wisdom of our art. The Capital-
ist has never won a war in truth . The psychopoli-
tician is having little trouble winning this one .

CHAPTER IV

STATE GOALS FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL AND THE MASSES

Just as we would discover an individual to be
ill, whose organs, each one, had a different goal
from the rest, so we discover the individuals and
the State to be ill where goals are not rigorously
codified and enforced .

There are those who, in less enlightened times,
gave Man to believe that goals should be person-
ally sought and held, and that, indeed, Man's en-
tire impulse toward higher things stemmed from
Freedom . We must remember that the same
peoples who embraced this philosophy also con-
tinued in Man the myth of spiritual existence.
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All goals proceed from duress . Life is a con-
tinuous escape. Without force and threat there
can be no striving. Without pain there can be no
escape from pain . Without the threat of punish-
ment there can be no gain . Without rigorous and
forthright control, there can be no accomplished
goals for the State .

Goals of the State should be formulated by the
State for the obedience and concurrence of the in-
dividuals within that State. A state without goals
so formulated is a sick State. A State without
the power and forthright wish to enforce its goals
is a sick State .

When an order is issued by the Communist
State, and is not obeyed, a sickness will be dis-
covered to ensue, Where obedience fails, the
masses suffer.

State goals depend upon loyalty and obedience
for their accomplishment . When one discovers a
State goal to be interpreted, one discovers inevi-
tably that there has been an interposition of self-
willedness, of greed, of idleness, or of rugged in-
dividualism and self-centered initiative . The in-
terruption of a State goal will be discovered as
having been interrupted by a person whose dis-
loyalty and disobedience is the direct result of his
own mis-alignment with life.

It is not always necessary to remove the in-
dividual . It is possible to remove his self-willed
tendencies to the improvement of the goals and
gains of the whole . The technologies of Psycho-
politics are graduated upon the scale which starts
somewhat above the removal of the individual him-
self, upward toward the removal only of those
tendencies which bring about his lack of coopera-
tion.

It is not enough for the State to have goals .
These goals, once put forward, depend for their
completion upon the loyalty and obedience of the
workers . There, engaged for their completion
upon the loyalty and obedience of the workers .
These engaged for the most part in bard labors,
have little time for idle speculation, which is good .
But, above them, unfortunately, there must be fore-
men of one or another position, any one of whom
might have sufficient idleness and lack of physical
occupation to cause some disaffecting independen-
cy in his conduct and behaviour.

Psychopolitics remedies this tendency toward
disaffection when it exceeds the common persu-
asions of the immediate superiors of the person
in question.

CHAPTER V
AN EXAMINATION OF LOYALTIES



I€ loyalty is so important in the economic and
social structure, it is necessary to examine it further
as itself .

In the field of psychopolitics, loyalty means
simply alignment. It means, more fully, alignment
with the goals of the Communist State . Disloyalty
means entirely mis-alignment, and more broadly,
mis-alignment with the goals of the Communist
State.

When we consider that the goals of the Com-
munist State are to the best possible benefit of the
masses, we can see that disloyalty, as a term, can
embrace Democratic alignment . Loyalty to persons
not communistically indoctrinated would be quite
plainly a mis-alignment .

The cure of disloyalty is entirely contained in
the principles of alignment. All that it is neces-
sary to do, where disloyalty is encountered, is to
align the purposes of the individual toward the
goals of Communism, and it will be discovered that
a great many circumstances hitherto distasteful in
his existence will cease to exist .

A heart, or a kidney in rebellion against the
remainder of the organism is being disloyal to the
remainder of the organism . To cure that heart
or kidney it is actually only necessary to bring its
activities into alignment with the remainder of the
body .

The technologies of Psychopolitics adequately
demonstrate the workability of this. Mild shock
of the electric variety can, and does, produce the
re-cooperation of a rebellious body organ . It is
the shock and punishment of surgery which, in the
main, accomplishes the re-alignment of a disaffect-
ed portion of the body, rather than the surgery
itself. It is the bombardment of X-Rays, rather
than the therapeutic value of X-Rays which causes
some disaffected organ to once again turn its atten-
tion to the support of the general organism.

While it is not borne out that electric shock
has any therapeutic value, so far as making the
individual more sane, it is adequately brought out
that its PUNISHMENT VALUE will create in the
patient a greater cooperative attitude . Brain sur-
gery has no statistical data to recommend it beyond
its removal of the individual personality from
amongst the paths of organs, which were not per-
mitted to cooperate . These two Russian develop-
ments have never pretended to alter the state of
sanity . They are only effective and workable in
introducing an adequate punishment mechanism to
the personality to make it cease and desist from
its courses and egotistical direction of the anatomy
itself. It is useful in subduing the recalcitrant
personality, which is all that stands in the road of



the masses or the State. It is occasionally to be
discovered that the removal of the preventing-per-
sonality by shock and surgery then permits the
regrowth and re-establishment of organs which have
been rebelled against by that personality . In that
a well-regulated state is composed of organisms,
not personalities, the use of electric shock and
brain surgery in Psychopolitics is clearly demon-
strated .

The changing of loyalty consists, in its primary
step, of the eradication of existing loyalties . This
can be done in one of two ways . First, by demon-
strating that previously existing loyalties have
brought about perilous physical circumstances,
such as imprisonment, lack of recognition, duress,
of privation, and second, by eradicating the per-
sonality itself .

The first is accomplished by a steady and con-
tinuous indoctrination of the individual in the be-
lief that his previous loyalties have been granted
to an unworthy source. One of the primary in-
stances in this is creating circumstances which ap-
parently derive from the target of his loyalties, so
as to rebuff the individual. As part of this there
is the creation of a state of mind in the individual,
by actually placing him under duress, and then
furnishing him with false evidence to demonstrate
that the target of his previous loyalties is, itself, the
course of the duress . Another portion of this same
method consists of defaming or degrading the in-
dividual whose loyalties are to he changed to the
target of his loyalties, i .e ., superiors or government,
to such a degree that this target, at length, actually
does hold the individual in disrepute, and so does
rebuff him and serve to convince him that his loyal-
ties have been misplaced . These are the milder
methods, but have proven extremely effective. The
greatest drawback in their practice is that they re-
quire time and concentration, the manufacture of
false evidence, and a psychopolitical operator's
time .

In moments of expediency, of which there are
many, the personality itself can be rearranged by
shock, surgery, duress, privation, and in particular,
that best of psychopolitical techniques, implanta-
tion, with the technologies of neo-hypnotism . Such
duress must have in its first part defamation of the
loyalties, and in its second, the implantation of new
loyalties. A good and experienced psychopolitical
operator, working under, the most favorable cir-
cumstances, can, by the use of psychopolitical
technologies, alter the loyalties of an individual so
deftly that his OWN COMPANIONS will not sus-
pect that they have changed. This, however, re-
quires considerably more finesse than is usually
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necessary to the situation. MASS NEO-HYPNO-
TISM can accomplish more or less . the same results
when guided by an experienced psychopolitical
operator. An end goal in such a procedure would
be the alteration of the loyalties of an ENTIRE
NATION in a short period of time by mass neo-
hypnotism, a thing which has been effectively
ACCOMPLISHED among the LESS-USABLE states
of Russia .

It is adequately demonstrated that loyalty is
entirely lacking in that mythical commodity known
as `spiritual quality.' Loyalty is entirely a thing
of dependence, economic or mental, and can be
changed by the crudest implantations . Observa-
tion of workers' in their factories or fields demon-
strates that they easily grant loyalty to a foreman
or,a woman, and then as easily abandon it and sub-
stitute another individual, revulsing, at the same
time, toward the person to whom loyalty was pri-
marily granted . The queasy insecurity of the mass-
es in Capitalistic nations finds this more common
than in an enlightened State such as Russia. In
Capitalistic states, dependencies are so craven,
wants and privations are so exaggerated, that loyal-
ty is entirely without ethical foundation and exists
only in the realm of dependency, duress, or de-
mand .

It is fortunate that Communism so truly ap-
proaches an ideal state of mind,' for this brings a
certain easiness into any changing of loyalties,
since all other philosophies extant and practiced
on Earth today are degrading and debased, com-
pared to Communism . It is then with a certain
security that 'a psychopolitical operator functions,
for he knows that he can change the loyalty of an
individual to a mo-e ideal level by reason alone,
and only expediency makes it necessary to employ
the various shifts of psychopolitical technology.
Any man who cannot be persuaded into Commun-
ist rationale is, of course, to be regarded as some-
what less than sane and it is, therefore, completely
justified to use the techniques of insanity upon the
non-Communist.

In order to change loyalty it is necessary to
establish first the existing loyalties of the individ-
ual. The task is made very simple in view of the
fact that Capitalistic and Fascistic nations have no
great security in the loyalty of their subjects. And
it may be found that the loyalties of the subjects,
as we call any person against whom psychopolitical
technology is to be exerted, are already too faint
to require eradication . It is generally only neces-
sary to persuade with -the rationale and over-whelm .
ing reasonability of Communism to have the person
grant his loyalty to the Russian State. However,
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regulated only by the importance of the subject,
no great amount of time shoul .1 be expended upon
the individual, but emotional duress, or electric
shock, or brain surgery s'houid be resorted to,
should Communist propaganda persuasion fail . In
a case of a very important person, it may be neces-
sary to utilize the more delicote technologies of
Psychopolitics so as to place the person himself,
and his associates, in ignorance of the operation.
In this case a, simple implantation is used, with a
maximum duress and command value . Only the
most skilled psychopolitical operator should be em-
ployed on such a' project, as in this case of the
very important person, for a bungling might dis-
close the tampering with his mental processes . It
is much more highly recommended, if there is any
doubt whatever about the success of an operation
against an important person, to select out as a psy-
chopolitical target persons in his vicinity in whom
he is emotionally involved . His wife or children
normally furnish the best targets, and these can be
operated against without restraint . In securing the
loyalty of a very important person one must place
at his side a constant pleader who enters a sexual
of familiar chord into the situation on the side of
Communism. It may not be necessary to make a
Communist out of the wife, or the children, or one
of the children, but it might prove efficacious to
do so . In most instances, however, this is not
possible. By the use of various drugs, it is, in
this modern age, and well within the realm of
psychopolitical reality, entirely too easy to bring
about a state of severe neurosis or insanity in the
wife or childen, and thus pass them, with full con-
sent of the important person, and the gcve :nment
in which he exists, or the bureau in which he is
operating, into the hands of a psychopolitiea?,oper-
ator, who then in his own laboratory, without re-
straint or fear of investigation or censor, can,
WITH ELECTRIC SHOCK, surgery, SEXUAL
ATTACK, drugs, or other usefi,l means, degrade
or entirely alter the personality :,i a family mem-
ber, and create in that person a psychopolitical
slave subject, who, then, on command or signal, will
perform OUTRAGEOUS ACTIONS, thus discredit-
ing the important persons, or will demand, on a
more delicate level, that certain measures be taken
by the important person, which measures are, of
course, dictated by the psychopolitical operator .

Usually when the party has no real interest
in the activities or decisions of the important per-
son, but merely wishes to remove him from effec-
tive action, the attention of the psychopolitical
operator need not be so intense, and the person
need only be passed into the hands of some un-



witting mental practitioner, who taught as he is by
psychopolitical operators, will bring about suffi-
cient embarrassment.

When the loyalty of an individual cannot be
swerved, and where the opinion, weight, or effec-
tiveness of the individual stands firmly in the road
of Communist goals, itis usually best to occasion
a mild neurosis in the person by any available
means, and then, having carefully given him a
history of mental imbalance, to see to it that he
disposes of himself by suicide . Psychopolitical
operators have handled such situations skillfully
tens of thousands of times and without Russia .

It is a firm principle of Psychopolitics that
the person to be destroyed must be involved at first
or second hand in the stigma of insanity, and must
have been placed in contact with psychopolitical
operators or persons trained by them, with a maxi-
mum amount of turmult and publicity . The stigma
of insanity is properly placed at the door of such
persons' reputations and is held there firmly by
bringing about irrational acts, either on his own
part or in his vicinity . Such an activity can be
classified as a partial destruction of alignment, and
if this destruction is carried forward to its further-
est extent the mis-alignment on new loyalties can
be embarked upon safely. By bringing about in-
sanity or suicide on the part of the wife of an
important political personage, a sufficient mis-
alignment has been instigated to change his atti-
tude. And this, carried forward firmly, or assisted
by psychopolitical implantation can begin the re-
building of his loyalties, but now slanted in a more
proper and fitting direction .

Another reason for the alignment of psycho-
political activities with the mis-alignment of in-
sanity is that insanity, itself, is a despised and dis-
graced state, and anything connected with it is
lightly viewed. Thus, a psychopolitical operator,
working in the vicinity of an insane person, can
refute and disprove any accusations made against
him by demostrating that the family itself is taint-
ed with mental imbalance. This is surprisingly
effective in Capitalistic countries where insanity
is so thoroug'zly feared that no one would dream
of investigating any circumstances in its vicinity .
Psychopolitical propaganda works constantly and
must work constantly to increase and build up this
aura of mystery surrounding insanity, and must
emphasize the horribleness and hopelessness of in-
sanity in order to excuse non-therapeutic actions
taken against the insane . Particularly in Capital-
istic countries, an insane person has no rights under
law. No person who is insane may hold property.
No person who is insane may testify. Thus, we



have an excellent road along which we can travel
toward our certain goal and destiny.

Entirely by bringing about public conviction
that the sanity of a person is in question, it is pos-
sible to discount and e-adicate all of the goals and
acitviti'es of that person. By demonstrating the
insanity of a group, or even a government, it is
possible, then, to cause its people to disavow it .
By magnifying the general human reaction to in-
sanity, through keeping the subject of insanity,
itself, forever before the public eye, and then, by
utilizing this reaction by causing a revolution on
the part of a populace against its leader or leaders,
it is possible to stop any government or movement .

It is important to know that the entire subject
of loyalty is thus as easily handled as it is . One
of the first and foremost missions of the psycho-
politician is to make an attack upon Communism
and insanity synonymous . It should become the
definition of insanity, of the paranoid variety, that
"a paranoid believes he is being attacked by Com-
munists." Thus, at once the support of the in-
dividual so attacking Communism will fall away
and wither.

Instead of executing national leaders, suicide
for them should be arranged under circumstances
which question their demise . In this way we can
select out all opposition to the Communist exten-
sion into the social orders of the world, and render
populaces who would oppose us leaderless, and
bring about a state of chaos or misalignment into
which we can thrust, with great simplicity, the
clear and forceful doctrines of Communism .

The cleverness of our attack in this field of
Psychopolitics is adequate to avoid the understand-
ing of the layman and the usual stupid official, and
by operating entirely under the banner of author-
ity, with the oft-repeated statement that the prin-
ciples of psychotherapy are too devious for com-
mon understanding, an entire revolution can be
effected without the suspicion of a populace until
it is an accomplished fact .

An insanity is the maximum mis-alignment, it
can be grasped to be the maximum weapon in
severance of loyalties to leaders and old social
orders . Thus, it is of the utmost importance that
psychopolitical operatives infiltrate the healing arts
of a nation marked for conquest, and bring from
that quarter continuous pressure against the popu-
lation and the government until at last the conquest
is affected . This is the subject and goal of Psycho-
politics, itself.

In rearranging loyalties we must have a com-
mand of their values . In the animal the first loyal-
ty is to himself. This is destroyed by demonstrat-
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ing errors to him, showing him that he does not
remenbber, cannot act or does not trust himself .
The second loyalty is to his family unit, his parents
and brothers and sisters . This is destroyed by
making a family unit economically non-dependent,
by lessening the VALUE OF MARRIAGE, by mak-
ing an easiness of divorce and by raising the chil-
dren wherever possible by the State. The next
loyalty is to his friends and local environment .
This is destroyed by lowering his trust and bring-
ing about reportings upon him allegedly by his
fellows or the town or village authorities . The
next is to the State and this, for the purposes of
Communism, is the ONLY LOYALTY which should
exist once the state is founded as a Communist
State . To destroy loyalty to the State all manner
of forbiddings FOR YOUTH must be put into
effect so as to disenfranchise them as members of
the Capitalistic State and, by promises of a better
lot under Communism, to gain their loyalty to a
Communist movement .

Denying a Capitalist country EASY ACCESS
TO COURTS, bringing about and supporting pro-
paganda to destroy the home, creating and con-
tinuous juvenile delinquency, forcing upon the
state all manner of practices to divorce the child
from it will in the end create the chaos necessary
to Communism.

Under the saccharine guise of assistance to
them, rigorous child labor laws are the best means
to deny the child any right in the society . By
refusing to let 'him earn, by forcing him into un-
wanted dependence upon a grudging parent, by
making certain in other channels that the parent is
never in other than economic stress, the child can
be driven in his teens into revolt. Delinquency will
insue.

By making readily available drugs of various
kinds, by giving the teenager alcohol, by praising
his wildness, by stimulating him with sex literature
and advertising to him or her practices as taught
at the Sexpol, the psychopolitical operator can
create the necessary attitude of chaos, idleness and
worthlessness into which can then be cast the solu-
tion which will give the teenager complete freedom
everywhere-Communism.

Should it be possible to continue conscription
beyond any reasonable time by promoting unpopu-
lar wars and other means the draft can always
stand as a further barrier to the progress of youth
in life, destroying any immediate hope to partici-
pate in his nation's civil life .

By these means the patriotism of youth for
their Capitalistic flag can be dulled to a point
where they are not longer dangerous as soldiers .
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While this might require many decades to effect,
Capitalism's short term view will never envision
the lengths across which we can plan .

If we could effectively kill the national pride
and patriotism of just one generation we will have
won that country. Therefore there must be con-
tinual propaganda abroad to undermine the loyal-
ty of the citizens in general and the teenager in
particular.

The role of the psychopolitical 'operator in this
is very strong. He can from his position as an
authority on the mind, advise all manner of des-
tructive measures. He can teach the lack of con-
trol of this child at home . He can instruct, in an
optimum situation, the entire nation in how to
handle children-and instruct them so that the
children, given no control, given no real home, can
run wildly about with no responsibility for their
nation or themselves .

The mis-alignment of the loyalty of youth to
a Capitalistic nation sets the proper stage for a
realignment of their loyalties with Communism .
Creating a greed for drugs, sexual misbehavior
and uncontrolled freedom and presenting this to
them as a benefit of Communism will with ease
bring about our alignment .

In the case of strong leaders amongst youthful
groups, a psychopolitical operator can work in
many ways 'to use or discard that leadership . If
it is to be used, the character of- -the girl or boy
must be altered, carefully into criminal channels
and a control by blackmail or other means must
be maintained . . But where the leadership is not
susceptible, where it resists all persuasions and
might become dangerous to our Cause, no pains
must be spared to direct the attention of the au-
thorities to that person and to harrass him in one
way or another until he can come into the hands
of juvenile authorities . When this has been effect-
ed it can be hoped 'that a psychopolitical operator.
by reason of child advisor status, can, in the
security of the - jail and cloaked by processes of
law, destroy the sanity of that person . Particular-
ly brilliant scholars, athletes and youth group
leaders must be handled in either one of these two
ways.

In the matter of guiding the activities of juven-
ile courts, the psychopolitical operator entertains
here one of his easier tasks. A Capitalistic nation
is so filled with injustice in general that a little
more passes WITHOUT COMMENT. In juvenile
courts there are ALWAYS PERSONS WITH
STRANGE APPETITES whether these be judges
or police men or women . If such do not exist
THEY CAN BE CREATED. BY MAKING



AVAILABLE TO THEM YOUNG GIRLS AND
BOYS IN THE "SECURITY" OF THE JAIL OR
THE DETENTION HOME and by appearing with
flash cameras or witnesses one becomes equipt with
a whip adequate to direct all the future 'decisions
of that person when these are needed .

The handling of youth cases by courts should
be led further and 'further into "mental problems"
until the entire nation THINKS OF "MENTAL
PROBLEMS" INSTEAD OF CRIMINALS . This
places vacancies everywhere in the courts, in the
offices of district attorneys, on police staffs, which
could then be filled with PSYCHOPOLITICAL
OPERATIVES and these become then the judges
of the land by their influence and into their hands
comes the 'total CONTROL OF THE CRIMINAL,
WITHOUT WHOSE HELP A REVOLUTION
CANNOT EVER BE ACCOMPLISHED .

By stressing this authority over the problems
of youth and adults in courts one day the demand
for psychopolitical operators could become such
that EVEN THE ARMED SERVICES WILL USE
"AUTHORITIES ON THE MIND" to work their
various justices and' WHEN THIS OCCURS THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE NATION THEN EN-
TER INTO OUR HANDS AS SOLIDLY AS IF
WE COMMANDED THEM OURSELVES . With
the slight bonus of having thus a skilled interroga-
tor near every TECHNICIAN OR HANDLER OF
SECRET WAR APPARATUS, THE COUNTRY,
IN EVENT OF REVOLUTION, as did Germany
in 1918 and 1919, WILL FIND ITSELF IMMO-
BILIZED BY ITS OWN ARMY AND NAVY
FULLY AND ENTIRELY IN COMMUNIST
HANDS.

Thus the subject of loyalties and their re-align-
ment is in fact the subject of non-armed conquest
of an enemy .

CHAPTER VI
THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF OBEDIENCE
Obedience is the result of force.
Everywhere we look in the history of Earth we

discover that obedience to new rulers has come
about entirely through the demonstration on the
part of those rulers of greater force than was to
be discovered in the old ruler. A population over-
ridden and conquered by war, is obedient to its
conqueror. It is obedient to its conqueror because
its conqueror has exhibited more force .

Concurrent with force is brutality, for there
are human considerations involved which also re-
present force . The most barbaric unrestrained,
brutal use of force, IF CARRIED FAR ENOUGH,
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invoices obedience. SAVAGE FORCE, SUFFI-
CIENTLY LONG DISPLAYED TOWARD ANY
INDIVIDUAL, will bring about his concurrence
with any principle or order .

Force is the antithesis of humanizing actions .
It is so synonymous in the 'human mind with
savageness, lawlessness, brutality, and barbarism,
that it is only necessary to DISPLAY AN INHU-
MAN ATTITUDE TOWARD PEOPLE, to be grant-
ed by those people the possession of force .

Any organization which .has the spirit and cour-
age to display inhumanity, savageness, brutality,
and an uncompromising lack of humanity, will be
obeyed . Such a use of force, itself, is the essential
ingredient of greatness. We have at hand no less
an example than our great Communist leaders, who,
in moments of duress and trial when raced by
Czarist rule, continued over the heads of an en-
slaved populace, yet displayed sufficient courage
rfever to stay their hands in the execution of the
conversion of the Russian State to Communist rule .

If you would have obedience you must HAVE
NO COMPROMISE WITH HUMANITY . If you
would 'have obedience you must make it clearly
understood that YOU HAVE NO MERCY. MAN
IS AN ANIMAL. He understands, in the final
analysis, only those things WHICH A BRUTE UN-
DERSTANDS.

As an example of this, we find an individual
refusing to obey and being struck. His refusal to
obey is now less vociferous . He is struck again,
and his resistance is lessened once more. He is
hammered and pounded again and again, until,
at length, his only thought is direct and implicit
obedience to that person from whom the force has
emanated . This is a proven principle. It is
proven because it is the main principle Man, the
animal, has used since his earliest beginnings . It
is the only principle which has been effective, the
only principle which hasbrought about a wide and
continued belief. For it is to our benefit that an
individual who is struck again, and again, and
again from a certain source, will, at length, HYP-
NOTICALLY BELIEVE ANYTHING HE IS TOLD
BY THE SOURCE OF THE BLOWS .

The stupidity of Western civilizations is best
demonstrated by the fact that they believe hypno-
tism is a thing of the mind, of attention, and a
desire for unconsciousness . THIS IS NOT TRUE.
Only when a person has BEEN BEATEN, PUN-
ISHED, AND MERCILESSLY HAMMERED, CAN
HYPNOTISM UPON HIM BE GUARANTEED) IN
ITS EFFECTIVENESS. It is stated by Western
authorities on hypnosis that only some twenty per-
cent of the people are susceptible to hypnotism.
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This statement is VERY UNTRUE. Given
ENOUGH PUNISHMENT, ALL OF THE PEOPLE
IN ANY TIME AND PLACE ARE SUSCEPTIBLE
TO HYPNOTISM. In other words, hypnotism, by
adding force, is made uniformly effective. Where
unconsciousness could not be induced by simple
concentration upon the hypnotist, unconsciousness
can be INDUCED BY DRUGS, BY ELECTRIC
SHOCK, AND BY OTHER MEANS . And where
unconsciousness cannot be induced so as to make
an implementation or an hypnotic command ef-
fective, it is only necessary to amputate the func-
tioning portions of the ANIMAL MAN'S BRAIN
TO RENDER HIM NULL AND VOID AND NO
LONGER A MENACE. Thus, we find that hypno-
tism IS ENTIRELY EFFECTIVE .

The mechanisms of hypnotism demonstrates
clearly what people can be MADE TO BELIEVE
in certain conditions, and even in their environ-
ment OR IN POLITICS, by the ADMINISTRA-
TION OF FORCE. Thus, it is necessary for a
psychopolitician to be an expert in THE ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF FORCE. Thus, he can bring
a-bout IMPLICIT OBEDIENCE, not only on the
part of the individual members of the populace,
BUT ON THE ENTIRE POPULATION. Thus, we
find that hypnotism is ENTIRELY EFFECTIVE .

The subject of hypnotism is a subject of belief .
What can people be MADE TO BELIEVE? They
can be made to believe ANYTHING WHICH IS
ADMINISTERED TO THEM WITH SUFFICIENT
BRUTALITY AND FORCE. The obedience of a
populace is as good as they will believe .

DESPICABLE RELIGIONS, SUCH AS CHRIS-
TIANITY, KNEW THIS. They knew that if
enough faith could be brought into being a popu-
lace could be enslaved by 'the 'Christian mockeries
of humanity and mercy, and thus could be dis-
armed . But one need not count upon this act of
faith to 'bring about a broad belief . One must
only exhibit ENOUGH FORCE, ENOUGH IN-
HUMANITY, ENOUGH BRUTALITY AND SAV-
AGENESS to create implicit belief and therefore
and thereby obedience. As Communism is a mat-
ter 'af belief, its study is a STUDY OF FORCE .

The earliest Russian psychiatrists, pioneering
this science of psychiatry, understood thoroughly
that hypnosis is induced BY ACUTE FEAR . They
discovered it could also be induced BY SHOCK
OF AN EMOTIONAL NATURE, AND ALSO BY
EXTREME PRIVATION, A'S WELL AS BY
BLOWS AND DRUGS.

In order to induce a high state of hypogney
in an individual, a group, or a population, an



element of terror MUST ALWAYS BE PRESENT
on the part of those who would govern. THE
PSYCHIATRIST IS APTLY SUITED TO THIS
ROLE, FOR HIS BRUTALITIES ARE COMMIT-
TED IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE and are in-
explicably complex, and entirely out of view of
the human understanding. A sufficient popular
terror of the psychiatrist will, in itself, bring about
insanity on the part of many individuals . A psy
chopolitical operator, then, can, entirely CLOAK-
ED WITH AUTHORITY, commence and continue
a campaign of propaganda, describing various
"treatments" which are administered to the insane .
A psychopolitician should at all times insist that
those treatments are therapeutic and necessary . He
can, in all of his literature and his books, list large
numbers of pretended cures by those means . But
those "cures" need not actually produce any re-
covery from a state of disturbance . As long as the
psychopolitical operative or his 'dupes are the only
authorities as to the difference between sanity and
insanity, their word as to the therapeutic value of
such treatment will be the final word . No layman
would DARE adventure to place judgment upon
the state of his family, as will be covered later, is
already discredited by the occur-ante of insanity
in their midst. There must be no other adjudica-
tors of insanity, otherwise it could be disclosed that
the brutalities PRACTICED IN THE NAME OF
TREATMENTS are not therapeutic .

A psychopolitical operative has no interest in
"therapeutic means" or "cures". The greater num-
ber of insane in the country where he is operating,
the larger number of the populace will come un-
der his view, and the greater will become his facili-
ties . Because the problem is apparently mounting
into uncontrollable heights he can more and more
operate in an atmosphere of emergency, which
again excuses his use of such treatments as ELEC-
TRIC SHOCK, THE PREFRONTAL LOBOTOMY,
TRANS-ORBITAL LEUCOTOMY, AND OTHER
OPERATIONS LONG SINCE PRACTICED IN
RUSSIA ON POLITICAL PRISONERS .

It is to the interest of the psychopolitical oper-
ative that the possibility of curing the insane be
outlawed and ruled out at all times . For the sake
of obedience on the part of the population and
their general reaction, a level OF BRUTALITY
MUST, AT ALL COSTS, BE MAINTAINED . Only
in this way can the absolute judgment of the psy-
chopolitical operative as to the sanity or insanity
of public figures be maintained in complete belief .
Using sufficient brutality upon their patients, the
public at large will come to believe utterly any-



thing they say about their patients . Furthermore,
and much more important, the field of the mind
must be sufficiently dominated by the psychopoli-
tical operative so that wherever tenets of the mind
are taught they will be hypnotically believed . The
psychopolitician, having under his control all psy-
chology classes in an area, can thus 'bring about
a complete reformation of the future leaders of a
country in their educational processes, and so pre-
pare them for Communism .

To be obeyed, one must 'be 'believed . If one
is sufficiently believed, one will unquestioningly
be obeyed .

When he is fortunate enough to obtain - into his
hands anyone near to a political or important
figure, this factor of obedience becomes very im-
portant. A certain amount of fear or terror MUST
BE ENGENDERED IN THE PERSON UNDER
TREATMENT so that this person will then TAKE
IMMEDIATE ORDERS, COMPLETELY AND UN-
QUESTIONINGLY, from the psychopolitical oper-
ative, and so be able to influence the actions of
that person who is to be reached .

Bringing about his state of mind on the part
of a populace and its leaders-that a psychopoliti-
cal operative MUST, AT ALL TIMES, BE BE-
LIEVED-could eventually be attended by very
good fortune . It is not too much to hope that
psychopolitical operatives would then, in a country
SUCH AS THE UNITED STATES, become the
most intimate advisors to political figures, even to
the point of advising THE ENTIRITY OF A POLI-
TICAL PARTY AS TO ITS ACTIONS IN AN
ELECTION .

The long view is the important view . Belief is
engendered by a certain amount of fear and terror
from an authoritative level, and this will be follow-
ed by obedience.

The general propaganda which would best
serve Psychopolitics would he continual insistence
that certain authoritative levels of 'healing, deemed
this or that the correct treatment of insanity. These
treatments must always include a certain amount of
BRUTALITY . Propaganda should continue and
stress the rising incidence of insanity in a country .
The entire field of human behaviors, for the bene-
fit of the country . can, at length, be broadened
into abnormal behaviour: Thus, anyone indulging
in any eccentricity, particularly the eccentricity of
combatting psychopolitics could be silenced by the
authoritative opinion on the part of a psychopoliti-
cal operative that he was acting in an abnormal
fashion. This, with some good fortune, could
bring the person into the hands of the psychopoliti-



cal operative so as to forevermore disable him, or
to swerve his loyalties by pain-drug hypnotism .

On the subject of obedience itself, the most
optimum obedience is unthinking obedience . The
command given must be obeyed without any ra-
tionalizing on the part of the subject . The com-
mand must, therefore, be implanted below the
thinking processes of the subject to be influenced,
and must react upon him in such a way as to
bring no mental altertness on his part .

It is in the interest of Psychopolitics that a
population be told that an hypnotized person WILL
NOT DO ANYTHING AGAINST HIS WILL, will
not commit immoral acts, and will not act so as to
endanger himself . While this may be true of light,
parlour hypnotism, it certainly is NOT TRUE of
commands implanted with the use OF ELECTRIC
SHOCK, DRUGS, OR HEAVY PUNISHMENT .
It is counted upon completely that this will be dis-
credited to the general public by psychopolitical
operatives, for if it were to be generally known
that individuals would obey commands harmful to
themselves, and would commit immoral acts while
under the influence of deep hypnotic commands,
the actions of many people working unknowingly
in favor of Commuism would be too well under-
stood . People acting under deep hypnotic com-
mands shoud be acting apparently OF THEIR
OWN VOLITION and out of their own convictions .

The entire subject of psychopolitical hypnosis,
Psychopolitics in general, depends for its defense
upon continuous protest from authoritative sources
that such things are not possible . And, should any-
one unmask a psy'chopolitical operative, he should
once declare the whole thing a physical impossibil-
ity, and use his authoritative position to discount
any accusation . Should any writtings of Psycho-
politics come to view, it is only necessary to
BRAND THEM A HOAX AND LAUGH THEM
OUT OF COUNTENANCE. Thus, psychopolitical
activities are easy to defend.

When psychopolitical activities have reached
a certain peak, from there on it is almost impos-
sible to undo them, fo- the patient is already un-
der the duress of obedience to the psychopolitical
operatives and their dupes. The ingredient of
obedience is important, for the complete belief in
the psychopolitician renders his statement cancel-
ling any challenge about psychopolitical operations
irrefutable. The optimum circumstances would be
to occupy every position which would be consulted
by officials on any question or suspicion arising on
the subject of Psychopolitics. Thus, a psychiatric
advisor should be placed near to hand in EVERY



GOVERNMENT OPERATION . As all suspicions
would then be referred to him, no action would
ever be taken, and the goal of Communism could
be realized in that nation .

Psychopolitics depends, from the viewpoint of
the layman, upon its fantastic aspects . These are
its best defense, but above all these defenses is
implicit obedience on the part of the officials and
the general public, because of the character of the
psychopolitical operative in the field of healing.

CHAPTER VII

ANATOMY OF STIMULUS
RESPONSE MECHANISMS OF MAN

Man is a stimulus-response animal . His entire
reasoning capabilities, even his ethics and morals,
depend upon stimulus-response machinery . This
has long been demonstrated by such Russians as
Pavlov, and the principles have long been used
in handling the recalcitrant, in training children,
and in bringing about the state of optimum be-
haviour on the part of a population .

Having no independent will of his own, Man
is easily handled by stimulus-response mechanisms .
It is only necessary to install a stimulus into the
mental anatomy of Man to have that stimulus re-
active and respond any time an exterior command
source call it into being .

The mechanisms of stimulus-response are 'easily
understood . The body takes pictures of every
action in the environment around an individual .
When the environment includes brutality, terror,
shock, and other such activities, the mental image
picture gained contains in itself, all the ingredients
of the environment . If the individual, himself, was
injured during that moment, the injury, itself, will
manifest when called upon to respond by an ex,
terior command source .

As an example of this, if an individual is beat-
en, and is told during the entireity of the beating
that he must obey certain officials, he will, in the
future, feel the beginnings of the pain the moment
lip- . begins to disobey . The installed pain, itself,
reacts as a policeman, for the experience of the
individual demonstrates to him that he cannot
combat, and will receive pain from certain officials .

The mind can become very complex in its
stimulur responses . As easily demonstrated in
HYPNOTISM an entire chain of commands, hav-
ing to do with a great many complex actions, can
be beaten, shocked, or terrorized into a mind, and
will there lie dormant until called into view by
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some similarity in 'the circumstances of the en-
vironment to the incident of punishment .

The behaviour of children is regulated in this
fashion in every civilized country . The father,
finding himself unable to 'bring_ about immediate
obedience and training on the part of his child,
resorts to physical violence, and after administer-
ing punishment of a physical nature to the child
on several occasions, is gratified to experience
complete obedience on the part of the child each
time the father speaks . In that parents are wont
to be lenient with their children, they seldom
administer sufficient punishment to bring about
entirely optimum obedience . The ability of the
organism to withstand punishment is very great .
Complete and implicit response can be gained
only by stimuli sufficiently brutal to actually _inj :,re
the organism, The Kossack method of breaking
wild horses is a useful example. The horse will
not reetrain i'self or take any of its rider's com-
mands. The rider. wishing to break it, r. :ounts,
and takes a flask of strong vodka, and smashes it
between the horse's ears . The horse, struck to its
knees, its eyes filled with alcohol, mistaking .the
dampness for blood, instantly and thereafter gives
its attention to the rider and never needs further
breaking. Difficulty in breaking horses is only
o°Pasinned -hen light punishments are administer-
ed . There is some mawkish sentimentality about
"breaking the spirit," but what is desired 'here is
an obedient horse, and sufficient brutality brings
about an obedient horse .

The stimulus-response mechanisms of the body
are such that the pain and the command subdivide
so as to counter each other . The mental image
picture of the punishment will not become effective
upon the individual unless the command content
is disobeyed. It is pointed out in many Russian
writings that this is a survival mechanism . It has
already been well and thoroughly used in the sur-
vival of Communism .

It is only necessary to deliver into the organism
a sufficient stimulus to gain an adequate response .
So long as the organism obeys the stimulus when-
ever it is restimulated in the future, it does not
suffer from the pain of the stimulus . But should
it disobey the command content of the stimulus,
the stimulus reacts to punish the individual . Thus,
we have an optimum circumstance, and one of the
basic principles of Psychopolitics . A sufficiently
installed stimulus will thereafter remain as a police
mechanism within the individual to cause him to
follow the commands and directions given to him .
Should he fail to follow these commands and direc-



lions,, the stimulus mechanism will go into action .
As the commands are there with the moment of
duress, the commands themselves need never be
repeated, and if the individual were to depart
THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY from the psycho-
politician, he will still obey the psychopolitician,
or, himself, become extremely ill and in agony .
These principles, built from the earliest days of
Pavlov, by constant and continuous Russian de-
velopment, have, at last, become of enormous use
to us in our conquest . For less modern and well-
informed countries of Earth, lacking this mechan-
ism, failing to understand it, and coaxed into som-
nolence by our own psychopolitical operatives, who
discount and disclaim it, cannot avoid succumbing
to it .

The body is less able to resist a stimulus if it
has insufficient FOOD AND IS WEARY . The-e-
fore, it is necessary to administer all such stimuli
to individuals when their ability to resist has been
reduced by privation and exhaustion. Refusal to
let them sleep over many days, denying them ade-
quate food, then brings about an optimum state for
the receipt of a stimulus, and if the person is then
given an ELECTRIC SHOCK, and is told while
the shock IS IN ACTION that he must obey and
do certain things, he has no choice but to do them,
or to re-experience . laecause of his mental image
picture of it, the electric shock . This highly scien-
tific and intensely workable mechanism cannot be
over-estimated in the practice of psychopolitics .

Drugging the individual produces an artificial
exhaustion, AND IF HE IS DRUGGED, OR
SHOCKED AND BEATEN, and given a string of
commands, his loyalties themselves, can be DE-
FINATELY REARRANGED . This is P.D.H., or
PAIN-DRUG HYPNOSIS.

The psychopolitician in training should be
thoroughly studied in the SUBJECT OF HYPNO-
TISM and post-hypnotic suggestion . He should
pay particular attention to the "forgotten mechan-
ism" aspect of hypnotism, which is to say, IM-
PLANTATION in the unconscious mind . He
should note particularly that a person given a
command IN A HYPNOTIC STATE . and then told
when STILL IN THAT CONDITION TO FORGET
IT, WILL EXECUTE IT ON A STIMULUS-RES-
PONSE SIGNAL in the environment after he has
"awakened" from the hypnotic trance.

Having mastered these details fully. he short:,
by practicing UPON CRIMINALS AND PRISON-
ERS, OR INMATES AVAILABLE TO HIM pro-
duce the hypnotic trance BY DRUGS, and drive
home post-hypnotic suggestions by PAIN A'DMIN-
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ISTERED TO THE DRUGGED PERSON. He
should then study reactions of the person when
"awakened" and should give him the stimulus-re-
sponse signal which would throw into action the
threshold dosages of various drugs, and the amount
of duress in TERMS OF ELECTRIC SHOCK OR
ADDITIONAL DRUG SHOCK necessary to pro-
duce the optimum obedience to the commands . He
should also satisfy himself that there is no possible
method known to Man-of bringing the patient
into awareness of what has happened to him, keep-
ing him in a state of obedience and response while
ignorant of its cause .

USING CRIMINALS AND PRISONERS, the
psychopolitical operative in training should then
experiment WITH DURESS in the absence of pri-
vations, administering ELECTRIC SHOCK, BEAT-
INGS AND TERROR-INDUCING TACTICS, ac-
companied by the same mechanisms as those em-
ployed in hypnotism, and watch the conduct of the
person when no longer under duress .

The operative in training should carefully re-
mark those who show a tendency to protest, so that
he may recognize possible recovery of memory of
the commands implanted . Purely for his own edu-
cation, he should then satisfy himself as to the
efficacy of BRAIN SURGERY IN DISABLING
THE NON-RESPONSIVE PRISONER.

The boldness of the psychopolitician can be
increased markedly by permitting persons who
have been given pain-drug hypnosis who have de-
monstrated symptoms of rebelling or recalling into
the society to observe how the label of "insanity"
discredits and discounts the statements of the per-
son . Exercises in bringing about insanity seizures
AT WILL, simply by demonstrating a signal to
persons upon whom pain-drug hypnosis has been
used, and exercises in making the seizures come
about through talking to certain persons in certain
places and times should be used .

BRAIN SURGERY, AS DEVELOPED IN RUS-
SIA, should also be practiced by the psychopoliti-
cal operative in training, to give him full confi-
dence in (1) the CRUDENESS WITH WHICH IT
CAN BE DONE, (2) the certainty of erasure of
the stimulus-response mechanism itself, (3) the
production OF IMBECILITY, IDIOCY, and dis-
coordination on the part of the patient, and (4) the
SMALL AMOUNT OF COMMENT WHICH CAS-
UALTIES IN BRAIN SURGERY OCCASION .

EXERCISES IN SEXUAL ATTACK ON PA-
TIENTS should be practiced by the psychopoliti-
cian to DEMONSTRATE THE INABILITY of the
patient UNDER PAIN-DRUG HYPNOSIS TO RE-
CALL THE ATTACK, WHILE INDOCTRINAT -



ING A LUST FOR FURTHER SEXUAL ACTIV-
ITY ON THE PART OF THE PATIENT. Sex,
in all animals, is a powerful motivator, and is no
less so in the animal Man, and the occasioning of
sexual liason between females of a magnet family
and indicated males, under the control of the COM-
PLETE SECURITY for the psychopolitical opera-
tive, thus giving into his hands an excellent weapon
fo- the breaking down of FAMILY RELATIONS
AND CONSEQUENT PUBLIC DISGRACES FOR
THE PSYCHOPOLITICAL TARGET.

JUST AS A DOG CAN BE TRAINED, SO
CAN A MAN BE TRAINED . Just as a horse can
be trained, so can a man be trained . SEXUAL
LUST, MASOCHISM, AND ANY OTHER DESIR-
ABLE PERVERSION CAN BE INDUCED by pain-
drug hypnosis and the benefit of Psychopolitics .

The changing of loyalties, allegiences, and
sources of command can 'be occasioned easily by
psyohopolitical technologies, and THESE SHOULD
BE PRACTICED and understood by the psycho-
politician before he begins to tamper with psycho-
political targets - of MAGNITUDE . The actual
simplicity of the subject of pain-drug hypnosis, the
use of electric shock, drugs, insanity-producing in-
jections, and other materials should be MASKED
ENTIRELY by technical nomenclature, the protest
of 'benefit to the patient, by an authoritarian pose
and position, and by carefully CULTIVATING
GOVERNMENTAL POSITIONS SIN THE COUN-
TRY BEING CONQUERED.

Although the psydhopolitician working IN UNI-
VERSITIES where he can direct the curricula of
psychology classes is often tempted to teach some
of the principles of Psychopolitics to the_ suscep-
tible students in the psychology classes, -- he must
be thoroughly enjoined to limit his information in
psychology classes to the tramsmittal of the tenets
of Communism under the guise of psychology, and
must limit his acitvities in bringing about a state
of mind on the part of the students where they
will accept Communist tenets as those of their own
action and as modern scientific principles . The
psychological operative must not, at any time, edu-
cate students fully in stimulus-response mechan-
isms, and must not impart to them, save those who
will become his fellow-workers, the exact principles
of Psyc'hopolitics. It is not necessary to do so,
and it is dangerous.

CHAPTER VIII

DEGRADATION, SHOCK AND ENDURANCE

Degradation and conquest are companions.
In order to be conquered, a nation must be
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degraded, either by acts of war, by being overrun,
by being forced into humiliating treaties of peace,
or by the treatment of her populace under the
armies of the conqueror . However, degradation
can be accomplished more insidiously and much
more effectively by consistent and continual de-
famation.

Defamation is the best and foremost weapon
of Psychopolitics on the broad field . Continual
and constant degradation of national leaders, na-
tional institutions, national practices, and national
heroes must 'be systematically carried out, but this
is the chief function of Communist Party Members,
in general, not the psychopolitician .

The realm of defamation and degradation of
the psychopolitician is Man himself. By attacking
the character and morals of Man himself, and by
bringing about, through contamination of youth, a
general degraded feeling, command of the populace
is facilitated to a very marked degree .

There is a curve of degradation which leads
downward to a point where the endurance of an
individual is almost at end, and any sudden action
toward him will PLACE HIM IN A STATE OF
SHOCK . Similarly, a soldier held prisoner can
be abused, denied, defamed, and degraded until
the slightest motion on the part of his captors will
cause him to flinch . Similarly, the slightest word
on 'the part of his captors will cause him to obey,
or vary his loyalties and beliefs . Given sufficient
degradation, a prisoner can be caused TO MUR-
DER his fellow countrymen in the same stockade.
Experiments on German prisoners have lately
demonstrated that only after seventy days of filthy
food, little sleep, and nearly untenable quarters,
that the least motion toward the prisoner would
bring about a state of shock BEYOND HIS EN-
DURANCE threshold, and would cause him to hyp-
notically receive anything said to him . Thus, it is
possible in an entire stockade of prisoners, to the
number of thousands, to bring about a state of
complete servile obedience, and without the labor
of personally addressing each one, to pervert their
loyalties and implant in them adequate commands
to insure their future conduct, even when released
to their own people .

By lowering the endurance of a person, a group,
or a nation, and by constant degradation and de-
famation, it is possible to induce, thus, a state of
shock which will receive adequately any command
given .

The first thing to be degraded in any nation
is .the state of Man, himself. Nations which have
high ethical tone are difficult to conquer . Their
loyalties are hard to shake, their allegience to their



leaders is fanatical, and what they usually call
their spiritual integrity cannot be violated by
duress . It is not efficient to attack a nation in
such a frame of mind. It is the basic purpose of
Psychopolitics to reduce that state of mind to a
point where it can be ordered and enslaved . Thus,
the first target is Man, himself. He must be de-
graded from a spiritual being to an animalistic
reaction pattern. 'He must think of himself as an
animal, capable only of animalistic reactions . He
must no longer think of himself, or of his fellows,
as capable of "spiritual endurance," or nobility .

The best approach toward degradation in its
first stages is the propaganda of "scientific ap-
proach" to Man. Man must be consistently de-
monstrated to be a mechanism without individual-
ity, and it must be, educated into a populace under
attack that Man's individualstic reactions are the
product of mental derangement. The populace
must be brought into the -belief that every individ-
ual within it who rebels in any way, shape, or form
against efforts and acitvities to enslave the whole,
must be considered to be a deranged person whose
eccentricities are neurotic or insane, and who must
have at once the treatment of a psychopolitician .

An optimum condition in such a program of
degradation would address itself to the military
forces of the nation, and bring them rapidly away
from any other belief than that the disobedient one
must be subjected to "mental treatment ." An en-
slavement of a population can fail only if these
rebellious individuals are left to exert their in-
dividual influences upon their fellow citizens,
sparking them into rebellion, calling into account
their nobilities and freedoms . Unless these rest-
less individuals are stamped out and given into the
hands of psychopolitical operatives early in the
conquest, there will be nothing but trouble as the
conquest continues .

The officials of the government, students, read-
ers, partakers of entertainment, must all be indoc-
trinated, by whatever means, into the complete
belief that the restless, the ambitious, the natural
leaders, are suffering from environmental malad-
justments, which can only be healed by recourse
to psychopolitical operatives in the guise of mental
healers.

By thus degrading the general belief in the
status of Man it is relatively simple, with coopera-
tion from the economic salients being driven into
the country, to drive citizens apart, one from an-
other, to bring about a question of the wisdom of
their own government, and to cause them to actively
beg for enslavement .

The educational programs of Psychopolitics



must, at every hand, seek out the levels of youth
who will become the leaders in the country's future,
and educate them into the belief of the animalistic
nature of Man . This must 'be made fashionable.
They must be taught to frown upon ideas, upon
individual endeavor . They must be taught, above
all things, that the salvation of Man is to be
found only by his adjusting thoroughly to this
environment.

This educational program in the field of Psy-
chopolitics can best be followed by bringing about
a compulsory training in some subject such as
psychology or other mental practice, and ascer-
taining -that each broad program of psychopolitical
training be supervised by a psychiatrist who is a
trained psychopolitical operative .

As it seems in foreign nations that the church
is the most ennobling influence, each and every
branch and activity of each and every church,
must, one way or another, be discredited . RE-
LIGION MUST BECOME UNFASHIONABLE by
demonstrating broadly, through psycho olitical in-
doctrination, that the soul is NON-EXISTENT, and
that Man is an animal. The lying mechanisms of
Christianity lead men to foolishly brave deeds . By
teaching them that there is a life hereafter, the
liability of courageous acts, while living, is thus
lessened. The liability of any act must be marked-
ly increased if a populace is to be obedient . Thus,
there must be no standing belief in the church, and
the power of the church must be denied at every
hand .

The psychopolitician, in his program of de-
gradation, should at all times bring into question
any family which is deeply religious, and, should
any neurosis or insanity be occasioned in that fam-
ily, to blame and hold responsible their religious
connections for the neurotic or psychotic condition .
Religion must bbe made synonymous with neurosis
and psychosis . People who are deeply religious
would be less and less held responsible for their
own sanity, and should more and more be relegated
to the ministrations of psychopolitical operatives .

By perverting the institutions of a nation and
bringing about a general degradation, by interfer-
ing with the economics of a nation to the degree
that privation and depression come about, only
minor shocks will be necessary to produce, on the
populace as a whole, an obedient reaction or an
hysteria. Thus, the mere threat of war, the mere
threat of aviation bombings, could cause the popu-
lation to sue instantly for peace . It is a long and
arduous road for the psychopolitician to achieve
this state of mind on the part of a whole nation,
but :no more than twenty or thirty years should be



necessary in the entire program. Having on hand,
as we do, weapons with which to accomplish the
goal .

- CHAPTER IX

THE ORGANIZATION OF
MENTAL HEALTH CAMPAIGNS

Psychopolitical operatives should at all times
be alert to the. opportunity to organize "for the
betterment of the community" mental health clubs
or groups . By thus inviting the cooperation of the
population as a whole in mental health programs,
the terrors of mental aberration can be dissemin-
ated throughout the populace . Furthermore, each
one of these mental health groups, properly guided,
can= bring at last, legislativee pressure AGAINST
THE GOVERNMENT to SECURE ADEQUATELY
the position of the psychopolitical operative, and
to obtain for him government grants and facilities,
thus bringing a government to finance its own
downfall .

Mental health organizations must carefully de-
lete from their ranks anyone actually proficient
in the handling or treatment of mental health .
Thus must be excluded PRIESTS, MINISTERS,
ACTUALLY TRAINED PSYCHOANALYSTS,
good hypnotists, or trained Dianoetist . These,
with some cognizance on the subject of mental aber-
ration and its treatment, and with some experience
in observing the mentally deranged, if allowed fre-
quency within institutions, and if permitted to
receive literature, would, sooner or -later, become
suspicious of the activities engaged upon by the
psychopolitical ope-ative. These must be de-
famed and excluded as "untrained", "unskilled",
"quacks," or "perpetrators of hoaxes ."

No mental health movement with actual goals
of mental therapy should be -continued in existence
in any nation . For instance, the use of Chinese
acupuncture in the treatment of mental and physi-
cal derangement must, in China, be stamped out
and. discredited thoroughly, as it has some efficacy,
and more importantly, its practitioners understand,
through: long conversation with . it, many of the
principles of actual mental health and aberration .

In the field of mental health, the psychopoliti-
cian must occupy, and continue to occupy, through
various arguments, the authoritative position on
-the subject. There is always the danger that prob-
lems of mental health may be resolved by some
individual -or group, which might then derange
the program of the psychopolitical operative in
his mental health clubs .



CITY OFFICIALS, SOCIALITES, and other
UNKNOWING individuals, on the subject of men-
tal health, should be invited to full cooperation in
the activity of mental health groups. But the en-
tirety of this activity should be to finance better
facilities for the psychopolitician . To these groups
it must be continually stressed that the entire sub-
ject of mental illness is so complex that none of
them, certainly, could understand any part of it .
Thus, the club should be kept on a social and
financial level .

Where groups interested in the health of the
community have already been formed, they should
be infiltrated and taken over, and if this is not
possible, they should be discredited and debarred,
and the officialdom of the area should be invited
to stamp them out 'as dangerous.

When an hostile group dedicated to mental
health is discovered, the psychopolitician should
have recourse to the mechanisms of peyote, mes-
caline, and later drugs which cause temporary
insanity. He should send persons, preferably those
well under his control, into the mental health
group, whether Christian Science or Dianetics of
faith preachers to demonstrate their abilities upon
this new person . These, in demonstrating their
abilities, will usually act with enthusiasm. Mid-
way in the course of their treatment, a quiet in-
jection of peyote, mescaline, or other drug, or an
ELECTRIC SHOCK, will produce the symptoms of
insanity in the patient which has been sent to the
target group. The patient thus demonstrating mo-
mentary insanity should immediately be -eported
to the police and taken away to some area of in-
carceration managed by psychopolitical operatives,
and so placed out of sight. 'Officialdom will thus
come into a belief that this group drives individ-
uals insane by their practices, and the practices of
the group will then be despised and prohibited by
law .

The values of a widespread mental health or-
ganization are manifest when one realizes that .any
government can be forced to provide facilities fo-
psychopolitical operatives in the 'form of psychia-
tric wards in ALL HOSPITALS, IN NATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS totally in the hands of psycho-
political operatives, and in the establishment of
clinics WHERE YOUTH CAN BE CONTACTED
and arranged more seemingly to the purpose of
Psychopolitics .

Such groups form a political force, which can
then LEGALIZE any law or authority desired for
the psychopolitician . The securing of authority
over such mental health organizations is done main-
ly by appeal to education . A psychopolitician



should make sure that those psychiatrists he con-
trols, those psychologists whom he has under his
orders, have been trained for an excessively long
period of time. The longer the training period
Which can be required, the safer, the psychopoliti-
cal program, since no new group of practitioners
can arise to disclose and dismay psychopolitical
programs . Furthermore, the groups themselves
cannot hope to obtain any full knowledge of the
subject, not having behind them many, many years
of intensive training .

Vienna has been carefully maintained as the
home of Psychopolitics, since it was the home of
Psychoanalysis . Although our activities have long
since dispersed any of the gains made by Freudian
groups, and have taken over these groups, the prox-
imity of Vienna to Russia, where Psychopolitics is
operative abroad, and the necessity "for further
study" by psychopolitical operatives in the birth-
place of Psychoanalysis, makes periodic contacts
with headquarters possible . Thus, the word "psy-
choanalysis" must be stressed at all times, and
must 'be pretended to be a thorough part of the
psychiatrist's training.

Psychoanalysis has the very valuable possession
of a vocabulary, and a workability which is suf-
ficiently poor to avoid recovery of psychopolitical
implantations . It can be made FASHIONABLE
throughout mental health: organizations, and by
learning its patter, and by believing they see some
of its phenomena, the, members of mental health
groups can believe themselves conversant with men-
tal health . Because it stresses sex, it is, itself, an
adequate defamation of character, and serves the
purpose of degradation well . Thus, in organizing
mental health . groups the literature furnished such
groups should be psychoanalytical in nature .

If a group of persons interested in suppressing
juvenile delinquency, in caring fur the insane,
the promotion of psychopolitical program is as-
sured, since these groups seem to represent a large
segment of the population . 'By releasing continued
propaganda on the subject of dope addiction, homo-
sexuality, and depraved conduct on the part of
the young, even the judges of a country can be-
come suborned into reacting violently against the
youth of the country, thus mis-aligning the support
of youth .

The communication lines of psychopolitics, if
such mental health organizations can be well es-
tablis'hed, can thus run from its most prominent :
citizens to its government . It is not too much to,
hope that the influence of such groups could bring,
about a psychiatric ward in EVERY 'HOS'PI ;TAL.
IN THE. LAND, and psychiatrists in every com-
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pany and regiment OF THE NATION'S ARMY,
and whole government institutes manned entirely by
psychopolitical operatives, into which ailing
government officials could 'be placed, to the ad-
vantage of the psychopolitician.

If a psyciatric ward could be established in
every hospital in every city in a nation, it is certain
that, at one time or another, every prominent citizen
of that nation could come under the ministrations
of psychopolitical operatives or their dupes .

The validation of psychiatric position in the
armed forces and security-minded institutions of
the nation under conquest could bring about a flow
and fund of information unlike any other program
which could be conceived. If every pilot who flies
a new plane could come under the questioning of
a psychopolitician, if the compiler of every plan
of military action could thus come under the review
of psychopolitical operatives, the simplicity with
which information can be extracted by the use of
certain drugs, without the after-knowledge of the
soldier, would entirely cripple any overt action
toward Communism. If the nation could be edu-
cated into turning over to psychopolitical operatives
every recalcitrant ow rebellious soldier, it would
lose its best fighters . Thus, the advantage of men-
tal health organizations can be seen, for these, by
exerting an apparent public pressure against the
government, can achieve these ends . and goals .

The financing of a psychopolitical operation is
difficult unless it is done by the citizens AND
GOVERNMENT. Although vast sums of money
can be obtained from private patients, and from
relatives who wish persons put away, it is, never-
theless, difficult to obtain MILLIONS UNLESS
THE GOVERNMENT ITSELF IS COOPERAT-
ING. The cooperation of the government to obtain
these vast sums of money is best obtained -by the
organization of mental health groups composed of
leading citizens, and who bring their LOBBYING
abilities to 'bear against the nation's government .
Thus can be financed many programs, which might
otherwise have to be laid aside by the psychopoli-
tician .

The psychopolitician should bend consistent and
continual effort toward forming and continuing
in action innumberable mental health groups .

The psychopolitician should also spare no ex-
pense in smashing out of existence, by whatever
means, any actual healing group, such as that of
acupuncture, in China ; such as Christian Science,
Dianoetics and faith healing, in the United States ;
such as Catholicism in Italy and Spain; and the
practical psychological groups of England .



CHAPfR X
CONDUCT UNDER FIRE

The psychopolitician may well find himself
under attack as an individual or a member of a
group . He may be attacked as a Communist,
through some leak in the organization, he may be
attacked for malpractice. He may be attacked by
the families of people whom he has injured . In
all cases his conduct of the situation should be
calm and aloof. He should have behind him the
authority of many years of training, and he should
have participated fully in the building of defenses
in the field of insanity which give him the only
statement as to the conditions of the mind .

If he has not done this work well, hostile feeling
groups may expose an individual psychopolitician .
These may call into question the efficacy of psy-
chiatric treatment such a shock, drugs, and brain-
surgery. Therefore, the psychopolitician must have
at hand innumberaible documents which : assert enor-
mously encouraging figures on the subject of re-
covery by reason of shock, brain surgery, drugs,
and general treatment . Not one of .These cases
cited need be real, but they should be documented
and printed in such a fashion as to form excellent
court evidence .

When his allegiance is attacked, the psychopoli-
tician should explain his connections with Vienna
on the grounds that Vienna is the place of study
for all important matters of the mind . More im-
portantly, he should rule into scorn, by reason
of his authority, the sanity of the person attacking
him, and if the psychopolitical archives of the coun-
try are adequate many defamatory data can be
unearthed and presented as a rebuttal .

Should anyone attempt to expose psychotherapy
as a psychopolitical activity, the best defense is
calling into question the sanity of the attacker .
The next best defense is authority . The next best
defense is a validation of psychiatric practices in
terms of long and impressive figures. The next
'best defense is the actual removal of the attacker
by giving him, or them, treatment sufficient to
'bring about a period of insanity for the duration
of the trial . This, more than anything else, would
discredit them, but it is dangerous to practice this,
in the extreme.

Psychopolitics should AVOID MURDER and
violence, unless it is done in the safety OF THE
INSTITUTION, on persons who have been proven
to be insane. Where institution deaths appear to
be unnecessary, or to rise in "unreasonable num-
ber," political capital might be made of this by
city officials or legislature. If the psychopoliti-



cian has, himself, or if his group has done a thor-
ough . j db, defamatory data concerning the person,
or ' connections, of the would-be attacker should
'be on file, should be documented, and should be
used in such a way as to discourage the inquiry .

After a period of indoctrination, a country will
expect insanity to 'be met by PSYCHOPOLITICAL
VIOLENCE. Psychopolitical activities should be-
come THE ONLY RECOGNIZED treatment for
insanity. Indeed, this can be extended to such a
length that it could be MADE ILLEGAL FOR
ELECTRIC SHOCK AND BRAIN SURGERY TO
BE OMITTED IN THE TREATMENT OF A PA-
TIENT.

In order to defend psychopolitical activities,
a great complexity should be made of psychiatric,
psychoanalytical and psychological technology.
Any hearing should be burdened by terminology
too difficult to be transcribed easily . A great deal
should be made out of such terms as schizophrenia,
paranoia, and other relatively undefinable states .

Psydhopolitical tests need not necessarily be in
agreement, one to another, where they are avail-
able to the public . Various types of insanity
should be characterized by difficult terms . The
actual state should be made obscure, but by this
verbiage it can be built into the sort of investigat-
ing mind that a scientific approach exists and that
it is too complex for him to understand . It is not
to be imagined that a judge or a committee of
investigation should inquire . too deeply into the
subject of insanity, since they, themselves, part of
the indoctrinated masses, are already intimidated
if the psychopolitical activity has caused itself to
be well-documented in terms of horror in maga-
zines.

In case of a hearing or trial, the terribleness
of insanity itself, its threat to the society, should
be exaggerated until the court or committee be-
lieves that the psychopolitician is vitally necessary
in his post and should not be harrassed for the
activities of persons who are irrational .

An immediate attack upon the sanity of the
attacker before any possible hearing can take place
is the very best defense . It should become well-
known that "only the insane attack psychiatrists ."
The by-word should be 'built into the society that
paranoia is a condition "in which the individual
believes he is being attacked 'by Communists ." It
will be found that this defense is effective .

Part of the effective defenses should include
the-entire lack in the society of any real psycho-
therapy. This must be systematically stamped
out, since a real psychotherapy might . possibly
uncover the results of psychopolitical activities.
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Jurisprudence, in a Capitalistic nation, is of
such clumsiness that cases are invariably tried in
their newspapers . We have handled these things
much better in Russia, and have uniformly brought
people to trial with full confessions already ar-
rived at (being implanted) before the trial took
place .

Should any whisper, or pamphlet, against psy-
chopolitical activities be published, it should be
laughed into scorn, branded an immediate hoax,
and its perpetrator or publisher should be, at the
first opportunity, branded an insane, and by the
use of drugs the insanity should be confirmed .

CHAPTER XI

THE USE OF PSYCHOPOLITICS

IN SPREADING COMMUNISM

Reactionary nations are of such a composition
that they attack a word without understanding it .
As the conquest of a nation by Communism de-
pends upon imbuing its population with Commun-
istic tenets, it is not necessary that the term "com-
munism" be applied at first to the educative mea-
sures employed.

As an example, in the United States w e have
been able to alter the works of William James, and
others, into a more acceptable pattern, and to place
the tenets of Karl Marx, Pavlov, Lamarck, and the
data of Dialectric Materialism into the textbooks
of psychology, to such a degree that anyone thor-
oughly studying psychology becomes AT ONCE
a candidate to accept the reasonableness of Com-
munism. As every chair of psychology IN THE
UNITED STATES IS OCCUPIED BY PERSONS
IN OUR CONNECTION, or who can be influenced
by persons in our connection, the consistent em-
ployment of such texts is guaranteed . They are
given the authoritative ring, and they are carefully
taught.

Constant pressure in the legislatures of the
United States can bring about legislation to the
effect that every student attending 'a high school
or university must have classes in psychology.

Educating broadly the educated strata of the
populace into the tenets of Communism is thus
rendered tentatively easy, and when the choice is
given them whether to continue in a Capitalist or
a Communistic condition, they will see, suddenly,
in Communism, much more reasonably than in
Capitalism, which -will now be of our own defini-
tion .



CHAPTER XII
VIOLENT REMEDIES

As populaces, in general, understand that a
violence is NECESSARY in the handling of the
insane, VIOLENT REMEDIES seem to be reason-
able. Starting from a relatively low level of vio-
lence, such as strait-jackets and other restraints, it
is relatively easy to encroach upon the public dif-
fidence for violence by adding MORE AND MORE
CRUELTY into the treatment of the insane.

By increasing THE BRUTALITY OF "TREAT-
MENT", the public expectance of such treatment
will be assisted, and the protest of the individual

-to whom the treatment is given IS IMPOSSIBLE,
since immediately after the treatment 'HE IS IN-
CAPABLE. The family of the . individual under
treatment is suspected for having had in its midst,
already, an insane person . The family's protest
would be discredited.

THE MORE VIOLENT THE TREATMENT,
the more command value the psychopolitician will
accumulate. BRAIN OPERATIONS SHOULD
BECOME STANDARD and commonplace. While
the figures of actual deaths should he repressed
wherever possible, nevertheless, it is of no great
concern to the psychopolitician that many deaths
do occur.

Gradually, the public should be educated into
ELECTRIC SHOCK, first by believing that it is
very therapeutic, then by believing that it is quiet-
ing, then by being informed that electric shock
.usually INJURES THE SPINE AND TEETH, and
finally, that it 'OFTEN KILLS OR AT LEAST
BREAKS THE SPINE AND REMOVES, VIO-
LENTLY, the teeth of the patient. It is very
doubtful if anyone from the lay levels of the public
COULD TOLERATE THE OBSERVATION OF A
SINGLE ELECTRIC SHOCK treatment . Certainly
they could not tolerate witnessing a prefrontal lobo .
tomy or trans-orbital leucotomy. However, they
should be brought up to a level where this is pos-
sible, where it is the EXPECTED TREATMENT,
and where the details of the treatment itself can be
MADE KNOWN, thus to the increase of psycho-
political presitge .

THE MORE VIOLENT THE TREATMENT,
THE MORE HOPELESS INSANITY WILL SEEM
TO BE .

The society should be worked up to the level
where every recalcitrant young man can be brought
into court and assigned to a psychop olitician, be
given electric shocks, and REDUCED INTO UN-
IMAGINATIVE DOCILITY FOR THE REMAIN -
DER OF HIS DAYS .



By continuous and increasing advertising of the
violence of treatment, the public will at last come
to tolerate the creation of zombie conditions to
such a degree that they will probably EMPLOY
ZOMBIES, if given to them. Thus a large strata
of society, particularly that which was rebellious,
can be reduced to the service of the psyc'hopoliti-
cian .

By various means, a public must be convinced,
at least, that insanity can only 'be met by SHOCK,
T 0 R T U R E, DEPRIVATION, DEFAMATION,
DISCREDITATION, VIOLENCE, MAIMING,
DEATH, PUNISHMENT IN ALL ITS FORMS .
'Me society, at the same time, must be educated
into the belief, of increasing insanity within its
ranks. This creates an 'emergency, and places the
psychopolitician in a SAVIOUR ROLE, and places
him, at length, IN CHARGE OF THE SOCIETY.

CHAPTER XIII

THE RECRUITING OF
PSYCHOPOLITCAL DUPES

The psychopolitical dupe is a well-trained in-
dividual who serves in complete obedience the
psychopolitician . In that nearly all persons in
training are expected to undergo a certain amount
of treatment in any field of the mind, it is not too
difficult to persuade persons in the field of mental
healing to subject themselves to mild or minor
drugs or shock. 'If this can be done, a psychologi-
call dupe on the basis of pain-drug hypnosis can
immediately result .

Recruitment into the ranks of "mental healing"
can best -be done -by carefully bringing to it only
those healing students who are, to some slight de-
gree, already depraved, or who 'have been "treated"
by psychopolitical operatives . Recruitment is of--
fected by making the field of mental healing VERY
ATTRACTIVE, FINANCIALLY, AND SEXUAL-
LY.

The amount of promiscuity WHICH CAN BE
INDUCED IN MENTAL PATIENTS can -work
definitely to the advantage of the psychopolitical
recruiting agent. The dupe can thus be induced
into many lurid SEXUAL CONTACTS, and these,
PROPERLY WITNESSED, can thereafter be
USED AS BLACKMAIL material to assist any
failure of pain-drug hypnosis in causing him to,
execute orders .

THE PROMISE OF UNLIMITED SEXUAL
OPPORTUNITIES, THE PROMISE OF COM-
PLETE DOMINION OVER THE BODIES AND
MINDS OF HELPLESS PATIENTS, THE PRO-



MISE OF COMPLETE LAWLESSNESS WITH-
OUT DETECTION, CAN THUS ATTRACT TO
"MENTAL HEALING" MANY DESIRABLE RE-
CRUITS WHO WILL WILLINGLY FALL IN
LINE WITH PHYCHOPOLITICAL ACTIVITIES .

In that the psychopolitician 'has under his con-
trol the insane of the nation, most of them have
CRIMINAL TENDENCIES, and as he can, as his
movement goes forward, recruit for his ranks, THE
CRIMINALS THEMSELVES, he has unlimited
numbers of HUMAN BEINGS TO EMPLOY ON
.WHATEVER PROJECT HE MAY SEE FIT. In
that the insane will execute DESTRUCTIVE PRO-
JECTS WITHOUT QUESTION, if given the proper
amount of punishment and implantation, the de-
gradation of Nhe COUNTRY'S YOUTH, THE DE-
FAMATION OF ITS LEADERS, the suborning of
its courts becomes childishly easy .

The psychopolitician has the advantage of nam-
ing as a delusory symptom any attempt on the part
of a patient to expose commands . The psycho-
politician should carefully adhere to institutions
and should eschew private practice whenever pos-
sible, since this gives him the GREATEST NUM-
BER OF HUMAN BEINGS TO CONTROL 'TO
THE USE OF COMMUNISM . When he does act
in private practice, it should be only in contact
with the families of the wealthy and the OFFI-
CIALS OF THE COUNTRY .

CHAPTER XIV

THE SMASHING OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS

You must know that until recent times the com-
plete subject of mental derangement, whether so
light as simple worry or so heavy as insanity, was
the sphere of activity of the church and ONLY
THE CHURCH .

Traditionally in civilized nations and barbaric
ones the priesthood alone had in complete charge
the mental condition of the citizen. As a -matter
of great concern to the psychopolitician this ten-
dency still exists in eve-y public in the Western
World and scientific inroads into this sphere has
occurred only in official and never in public
quarters .

The magnificent tool welded for us by Wundt
would be as nothing if it were not for official
insistence in civilized countries that "scientific
practices" be applied to the problem of the mind .
Without this official insistence even if it re-
lapsed for a moment, the masses would grasp stu-
pidly for the priest, the minister, the clergy when
mental condition came in question . Today in
Europe and America "scientific practices" in the
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field of the mind would not last moments if not
enforced entirely by officialdom .

It must be carefully hidden that the incidence
of insanity has increased only since these "scienti-
fic practices" were applied . Great remarks must
be made of "the pace of modern living" and other
myths as the cause of the increased neurosis in the
world . It is nothing to us what causes it if any-
thing does . It is everything to us that no evidence
of any kind shall 'be tolerated afoot to permit the
public tendency toward the chu-ch's way . If
given their heads, if left to themselves to decide,
independent of officialdom, where they would
place their deranged loved ones the public would
choose religious sanitariums and would avoid as
if plagued places where "scientific practices" pre-
vail .

Given any slightest encouragement, public sup-
port would swing on an instant all mental healing
into the hands of the churches . And there are
Churches waiting to receive it, clever churches.
That terrible monster the Roman Catholic Church
still dominates mental healing heavily throughout
the Christian world and their well schooled priests
are always at work to turn the public their way .
Among Fundamentalist and Pentecostal groups
healing campaigns are conducted, which, because
of their results, win many to the cult of Christian-
ity . In the field of pure healing the Church of
Christ Science of Boston, Massachusetts excells in
commanding the public favor and operates many
sanitariums . All these must be swept aside . They
must be ridiculed and defamed and every cure they
advertise must be asserted as a hoax . A full fifth
of a psychopolitician's time should be devoted to
smashing these threats . Just as in Russia we had
to destroy, after many years of the most arduous
work, the Church, so we must destroy ALL FAITHS
in NATIONS MARKED FOR CONQUEST.

Insanity must be made to hound the footsteps
of every priest and practioner. His best results
must be turned to jibbering insanities no matter
what means we have to use.

You need not care what effect you have upon
the public. The effect you care about is the one
UPON OFFICIALS. You must recruit every agen-
cy of the nation marked for slaughter into a foam-
ing hatred of religious healing. You must suborne
district attorneys and judges into an intense belief.
as fervent as an ancient faith in God that Christian
Science or any other religious practice might devote
itself to mental healing is vicious, bad, insanity
causing public hatred and intolerable .

You must suborne and recruit any medical heat-
ing organization into collusion in this campaign .
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You must appeal to their avarice and even their
humanity to invite their cooperation in smashing
all religious healing and thus, to our end, care of
the insane. You must see that such societies have
only qualified Communist-indoctrinees as their
advisors in this matter . For you can use such
societies. They are stupid and stampede easily.
Their cloak and degrees can be used quite well to
mask any operation we care to have masked . We
must make them partners in our endeavor so that
they will never be able to crawl from beneath our
thumb and discredit us .

We have battled in America since the century's
turn to bring to nothing any and all Christian in-
fluences and we are succeeding . While we today
seem to be kind to the Christian remember we
have yet to influence the "Christian world" to our
ends. When that is done we shall have an end of
them, everywhere. You may see them 'here in Rus-
sia as trained apes. They do not know their tether
is long only until the apes in other lands have
become unwary.

You must work until "religion" is synonymous
with "insanity." You must work until the officials
of city, county and state governments will not think
twice before they pounce upon religious groups
as public enemies .

Remember, all lands are governed by the few
and only pretend to consult with the many . It is
no different in America . The petty official, the
maker of laws alike can be made to believe the
worst. It is not necessary to convince the masses .
It is only necessary to work incessantly upon the
official, using personal defamations, wild lies, false
evidences and constant propaganda to make him
fight for you against the church or against any
practitioner .

Like the official the 'bona-fide medical healer
also believes the worst if it can be shown to him
as dangerous competition. And like the Christian,

-should he seek to take from us any right we have
gained, we shall finish him as well .

We must be 'like the vine upon the tree. We
use the tree to climb and then, strangling it, grow
into power on the nourishment of its flesh .. We must strike from our path any opposition .
We must use -for our tools any authority that comes
to hand . And then at last, the decades sped, we
can dispense with all authority save our own and
triumph in the greater glory of the. Party .

CHAPTER XV
PROPOSALS WHICH MUST BE AVOIDED

There are certain damaging movements which
could interrupt a psychopolitical conquest . These,



coming from some quarters of the country, might
gain headway and should be spotted before they
do, and stamped out .

Proposals may be made by large and powerful
groups in the country to return the insane to the
care of those who have handled mental healing for
tribes and populaces for centuries-the priest. Any
movement to place clergymen in charge of institu=
tions should be fought on the grounds of incompe-
tence and the insanity brought about by religion .
The most destructive thing which could happen
to a psychopolitical program would be the invest-
ment of the ministry with the care of the nation's
insane .

If mental hospitals operated by religious
groups are in existence, they must be discredited
and closed, no matter what the cost, for it might
occur that the actual figures of recovery in such
institutions would become known, and that the lack
of recovery in general institutions might be com-
pared to them, and this might lead to a movement
to place the clergy in charge of the insane . Every
argument must be advanced early, to overcome any
possibility of this ever occurring .

A country's law must carefully be made to
AVOID ANY RIGHTS OF PERSON TO THE IN-
SANE . Any suggested laws or Constitutional
Amendments which make the harming of the insane
unlawful, should be fought to the extreme, on the
grounds that only VIOLENT MEASURES CAN
SUCCEED. If the law were to protect the insane,
as, it normally does, the entire psychopolitical pro-
gram would very possibly collapse .

Any movement to increase or place under sur-
veillance the orders required to hospitalize the
mentally ill should be discouraged . This should
be left entirely in -the hands of persons well under
the control of psychopolitical operatives . It should
be done with minimum formality, and no recovery
of the insane from an institution should BE POS-
SIBLE BY ANY PROCESS OF LAW. Thus, any
movement to add to the legal steps of the processes
of COMMITMENT AND RELEASE SHOULD BE
DISCOURAGED ON THE GROUNDS OF EMER-
GENCY. To obviate this, the best action is to
place a psychiatric and TENTION WARD for the
mentally ill IN EVERY HOSPITAL IN A LAND .

Any writings of a psychopolitical nature, acci-
dentally 'disclosing themselves, should be prevented .
All actual literature on the subject of insanity and
its treatment should be suppressed, first -by actual'
security, and second by complex verbiage which
renders it incomprehensible. The actual figures of
recovery or death should never be announced in
any papers . ANY INVESTIGATION attempting



to discover whether or not psychiatry or psycho-
logy has ever cured anyone should immediately be
discouraged and laughed to scorn, and should mo-
bilize at that point all psychopolitical operatives .
At first it should be ignored, but if this is not
possible, the entire weight of ALL PSYCHOPOLI-
TICIANS IN THE NATION SHOULD BE PRESS-
ED INTO SERVICE. Any tactic possible should be
employed to prevent this from occurring . To re-
but it, technical appearing papers should exist as
to the tremendous number of cures effected by
psychiatry and psychology, and whenever possible,
percentages of cures, NO MATTER HOW FICTI-
TIOUS, should, be WORKED INTO LEGISLA-
TIVE PAPERS, thus forming a BACKGROUND
OF "EVIDENCE" which would immediately rebut
any effort to actually discover anyone who had
ever been helped by psychiatry or psychology.

If the Communistic connections of any psycho-
politician should become disclosed, it should be
attributed to HIS OWN CARELESSNESS, AND
HE SHOULD, HIMSELF, BE IMMEDIATELY
BRANDED AS ECCENTRIC WITHIN HIS OWN
PROFESSION.

Authors of literature which seek to demonstrate
the picture of a society under complete mental
control and duress should -be helped toward infamy
or suicide to discredit their works .

ANY LEGISLATION LIBERALIZING ANY
HEALING PRACTICE SHOULD BE IMMEDI-
ATELY FOUGHT AND DEFEATED. ALL HEAL-
ING PRACTICES SHOULD GRAVITATE EN-
TIRELY TO AUTHORITATIVE LEVELS, AND
NO OTHER OPINIONS SHOULD BE ADMIT-
TED AS THESE MIGHT LEAD TO EXPOSURE .

Movements to IMPROVE YOUTH should be
INVADED AND CORRUPTED, as this might in-
terrupt campaigns TO PRODUCE IN YOUTH
DELINQUENCY, ADDICTION, DRUNKENNESS,
AND SEXUAL PROMISCUITY .

Communist workers in the field of newspapers
and radio should 'be protected wherever possible
by striking out of action, through, Psychopolitics,
any persons consistently attacking them . ' These
in their turn, should be persuaded to give every
possible publicity to the benefits of psychopolitical
activities under the heading of "SCIENCE ."

No healing group devoted to the mind must
be allowed to exist within the borders of Russia
or its satellites . Only well-vouched-for psycho-
political operatives can be continued in their prac-
tice, and this only for the benefit of the GOVERN-
MENT OR AGAINST ENEMY 'PRISONERS .

ANY EFFORT TO EXCLUDE PSYCHIA-



TRISTS OR PSYCHOLOGISTS FROM THE
ARMED SERVICES MUST BE FOUGHT .

Any inquest into the "suicide" or sudden men-
tal derangement of any political leader in a nation
must be conducted only by psychopolitical opera-
tives or their dupes, whether Psychopolitics is res-
ponsible or not .

DEATH AND VIOLENCE AGAINST PER-
SONS ATTACKING COMMUNISM in a nation
should be eschewed AS FORBIDDEN . Violent
activity against such persons might bring about
their martyrdom. Defamation, and the accusation
of insanity, alone should be employed, and they
should be brought at last under the ministrations
of psychopolitical operatives, such as psychiatrists
and controlled psychologists .

CHAPTER XVI

IN SUMMARY

In this time of unlimited weapons, and in na-
tional antagonisms where atomic war with Capital-
istic powers is possible, psychopolitics must act
efficiently as never before .

Any and all programs of Psychopolitics must
be increased to aid and abet the activities of other
Communist agents throughout the nation in ques-
tion .

The failure of Psychopolitics might well bring
about the atomic bombing of the Motherland . If
Psychopolitics succeeds in its mission throughout
the Capitalistic nations of the world, there will
never be .an atomic war, for Russia will have SUB-
JUGATED ALL OF HER ENEMIES .

Communism has already spread across one-
sixth of the inhabited world . Marxist Doctrines
have already penetrated the remainder. An exten-
sion of the Communist social order is everywhere
victorious. The spread of Communism has never
been by force of battle, but by conquest OF THE
MIND. IN PSYCHOPOLITICS WE HAVE RE-
FINED THIS CONQUEST TO ITS LAST DE-
GREE.

The psychopolitician must succeed, for his suc-
cess means a world of Peace . His failure might
well mean the destruction of the civilized portions
of Earth by atomic power in the hands of Capital-
istic madmen .

The end thoroughly justifies the means . The
degradation of populaces is less inhuman than their-
destruction by atomic fission, for to an ANIMAL,
WHO LIVES ONLY ONCE, ANY LIFE IS
SWEETER THAN DEATH.

-67-



The end of war is the control of a conquered
people. If a people can he conquered IN THE
ABSENCE OF WAR, THE END OF WAR WILL
HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED WITHOUT THE DES-
TRUCTION OF WAR. A WORTHY GOAL.

THE PSYCHOPOLITICIAN HAS HIS RE-
WARD IN THE NEARLY UNLIMITED CON-
TROL OF POPULACES, IN THE UNINHIBITED
EXERCISE OF PASSION, AND THE GLORY OF
COMMUNIST CONQUEST OVER THE STUPID-
ITY OF THE ENEMIES OF THE PEOPLE .
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